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a b s t r a c t 

The coverage problem, as a fundamental problem for almost all types of applications in wireless sensor 

networks (WSNs), has been studied for over a decade. Because of its simplicity and ease of analysis, full 

coverage is widely adopted in many theoretical studies. However, a full coverage requirement can be re- 

laxed into a partial one to avoid the overuse of sensors. Moreover, sometimes full coverage is not the 

best way to represent some real-world applications because of its strong restrictions and its determin- 

istic characteristics. From this view, a better way is to introduce uncertainty into coverage problems. By 

analyzing the characteristics of partial or probabilistic coverage problems, and comparing them with full 

coverage problems, this survey is helpful to establish an overview of non-deterministic coverage prob- 

lems, denoted as coverage problems with uncertain properties. This survey then sketches a general re- 

search framework to solve such problems. According to the framework, we first introduce a series of basic 

concepts of coverage problems with uncertain properties and then summarize the relevant models, such 

as detection models, network models, and deployment models. Based on these models, we discuss three 

main objectives, namely, to maximize coverage quality, to maximize network lifetime, and to minimize 

the number of sensors. Next, we illustrate several solution strategies for these three objectives, such as 

deployment, scheduling or selection, and movement or adjustment. Then, we classify the solutions (algo- 

rithms) from different aspects, i.e., traditional and heuristic, approximation, distributed and centralized, 

and random algorithms. In addition, the theoretical analysis for algorithms and the platforms for simulat- 

ing the numerical experiments are also summarized. Finally, we discuss future challenges and directions 

for research of coverage problems with uncertain properties. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) attract more and more at-

tention from both academic and industrial communities in the re-

cent decade. Sensors can detect, measure, and collect information

from various environments. The information collected includes a

variety of types, such as light, distance, vision, location, accelera-

tion, sound, compass, rotation, magnetic, gravity, atmospheric pres-

sure, temperature, and humidity, etc. With the rapid development

of Micro-Electromechanical Systems, cheap and powerful sensors,

which are viewed as lightweight “nodes”, are massively produced.

WSNs are composed of many such “nodes” dynamically without

the help of any pre-defined infrastructure. The number of nodes

can reach up to hundreds, even thousands, or millions. 
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Coverage problem is a fundamental problem in WSNs. When

uilding WSNs, a set of sensors are deployed in a region of interest

ROI). Each active sensor can detect objects in its “detection range”,

hich is a disk region centered at the location of the sensor. There-

ore, we say an object in the ROI is “covered” if it can be detected

y at least one sensor in WSNs. Consequently, the coverage prob-

em is to determine whether the objects located at different places

n the ROI can be covered by WSNs. Specially, we sometimes re-

er to “coverage quality” as the percentage of objects to be covered

uccessfully by active sensors among all sensors deployed. Corre-

pondingly, the coverage problem is also defined so as to study

hether a coverage quality is achieved and how to achieve the

equired coverage quality for WSNs. On the one hand, we intro-

uce many measurements, then, evaluate the WSNs from various

spects to determine whether the coverage quality is qualified. On

he other hand, we adopt many methods to achieve a required cov-

rage quality, for instance, to deploy sensors according to special

atterns, to activate sensors in turn to extend network lifetime, to

ove sensor appropriately, or to adjust sensor parameters prop-
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Fig. 1. Three kinds of typical coverage: (a) Target coverage. (b) Area coverage. (c) 

Barrier coverage. 
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rly. In all, researches on coverage problem benefit a lot of appli-

ations, such as battlefield surveillance, biological detection, smart

pace, industrial diagnostics, military facility, environment moni-

oring, and indoor guarding. 

For different application scenarios, there are generally three ba-

ic types of coverage problems, namely, target coverage, area cover-

ge, and barrier coverage. Typical examples are illustrated in Fig. 1 ,

1] . In these figures, the points represent the sensors and the cycles

epresent the detection range of sensors. Fig. 1 (a) shows a scenario

f target coverage, which focuses on the coverage of discrete target

oints (represented as small triangles). Fig. 1 (b) shows a scenario

f area coverage, which discusses a coverage on a continuous ir-

egular region. Fig. 1 (c) shows barrier coverage which studies an

ntruder detection problem along a long belt region by forming a

arrier. All intrusion paths are detected by the sensor barrier. More

etails of these coverage problems are described in Section 2 . 

After identifying the basic coverage type for a coverage prob-

em, the most important issue is its coverage quality requirements.

he most common requirement is called full coverage , which in

eneral means that all objects should be covered in the ROI of

SNs. Different coverage types may lead to different definitions of

ull coverage. For target or area coverage, it means that all points

n the discrete target set or the continuous region should be cov-

red. For barrier coverage, all intrusion paths should be detected

y the sensor barrier(s). However, in some applications full cov-

rage quality seems too strong, because the probability of event

ccurrence varies a lot geographically, which makes full coverage

nnecessary in some places. For example, forest fire monitoring

pplications may require full coverage in dry regions, while they

nly require less than 50% of area to be covered in rainy regions.

herefore, the full coverage requirement could be relaxed to the so

alled partial coverage , which means that only a part of the target

et, sub regions, and intrusion paths, are required to be covered. 

Besides the coverage quality requirements for WSNs, another

mportant issue for coverage problems is the sensor detection

odel. Researchers usually depict a sensor detection effect by de-

erministic models, e.g., the most popular 0/1 model. Using this

odel, a sensor’s detection range is depicted as a disk centered at

he location of the sensor, and its detection effect is deterministi-

ally equivalent for any point in the disk. That is, we use a binary

ariable to describe whether an object is covered by a sensor, 1 as

yes” and 0 as “no”. The 0/1 model is also called the “disk” model

n some literatures. Obviously, 0/1 model cannot precisely reflect

he real-world situation without non-deterministic characteristics.

ometimes, we cannot easily assert that an object located around

he boundary of a detection disk is definitely covered by a sensor.

n the contrary, it may be detected with a probability according to

he detection situation. Correspondingly, instead probabilistic mod-
ls involve random variables to describe the sensor detection ef-

ect according to some factors, such as, Euclidean distance between

 sensor and a target object, etc. The farther the distance is, the

ower the detection probability is, and vice versa. Besides, proba-

ilistic models could be used to describe many complicated envi-

onments where a sensor’s detection effect could be influenced by

oises, detection errors, objective delays, etc. Therefore, probabilis-

ic detection models are adaptive to be used in new application

cenarios of WSNs, such as robotic systems [2,3] , people-centric

etworks [4] , radar or transmit-receive (T-R) model systems [5] ,

nd other ad hoc networks. 

Given the above two considerations, we discuss a special

ype of coverage problem in this survey, namely, coverage prob-

em with uncertain properties , which mainly addresses coverage

roblems with partial or probabilistic properties. As a typical ex-

mple for coverage with partial property, a p -percentage coverage

roblem is addressed by [6–10] . The p -percentage coverage means

hat p percent targets, area of ROI, or intrusion paths, are cov-

red. Because a randomly selected target point or intrusion path

s covered with a probability P ( P is approximately equal to p in

robability theory), it cannot be covered with a probability 1- P in

 Monte-Carlo test. As a typical example for the coverage prob-

em with probabilistic property, a P -probability coverage problem

equires that objects or intruders should be covered or detected

ith a probability greater than or equal to P . Obviously, probabilis-

ic coverage problems are usually with the usage of probabilistic

etection models [11–21] . Besides uncertain properties in problem

bjectives, the uncertainty can also exist in detection models, de-

loyment models, network models, environment simulations, and

robabilistic estimations for network parameters, and so on. 

As a research trend, the coverage problem with uncertain prop-

rties attracts more and more attentions. We consider two impor-

ant reasons below. 

First, the full coverage requirement is too restrict for many ap-

lications in WSNs. On the one hand, for those caring more about

he network lifetime, we can actually sacrifice the coverage quality

o extend the network lifetime by setting proper p -percentage or P -

robability coverage threshold. On the other hand, for those caring

ore about coverage quality, to control the network lifetime can

ring higher coverage quality level by tuning up p or P threshold

or partial or probabilistic coverage. All these provide more flexi-

ility for service providers to better design their WSN systems. 

Second, probabilistic models are more practical. Coverage prob-

ems with uncertain properties usually use many kinds of proba-

ilistic models, such as the probabilistic detection model [22–24] ,

he probabilistic network model [13,16,25–29] , the random noise

odel [30–32] , and the random fault model [12,33,34] , etc. Gen-

rally, these probabilistic models can better describe the physical

orld. As mentioned above, the 0/1 model for a sensor detection

annot describe the attenuation of sensing effect with target dis-

ance increasing as well as the random noise, such as the Gaussian

oise model. Additionally, probabilistic models are also powerful to

escribe random node failures, node location inaccuracy, and im-

erfect time synchronization, etc. 

Recently, many surveys summarized the coverage-related prob-

ems in WSNs. Majority of them focus on only one aspect of the

overage problem. The topic in [35] focuses on a special kind

f deployment problem for WSNs, namely the planned deploy-

ent problem. It is a deterministic deployment problem aim-

ng at coverage-related objectives such as to maximize cover-

ge, maximize lifetime, maximize survivability, etc. In order to

olve the special deployments, authors classify solutions into four

ypes: Genetic Algorithms, Computational Geometry, Artificial Po-

ential Fields, and Particle Swarm Optimization. Similarly, authors

n [36] discuss deployment problems under a metaheuristics per-

pective. Authors survey several metaheuristics: single-solution
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Fig. 2. Illustration of Voronoi diagram and Delaunay triangulation for 8 sensors [1] . 
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based algorithm, evolutionary algorithm, swarm intelligence and

their varieties. More nesting and hybrid methods based on basic

metaheuristics are exploited. Instead of the deployment, authors in

[37] summarize that evolutionary computation and swarm intelli-

gence are comprehensively applied in wake-up scheduling which

is another important energy management and optimization strat-

egy. Another research direction for improving coverage quality is to

use mobile sensors. Authors in [38,39] draw up a wide picture for

a taxonomy of movement-assisted sensor deployment algorithms.

Particularly, six classes of approaches are identified, and each of

them is discussed in a special four-factor structure: assumptions,

operating principals, advantages, and weaknesses in [39] . For a

special kind of movement, authors in [40] discuss rotation strat-

egy for the directional sensor networks. 

The novelty of our survey is obvious compared with the above

surveys. First, none of the above surveys takes uncertain properties

as a key point for coverage problems although they involve some

uncertain properties, such as probabilistic sensing model. Second,

they merely consider one topic of the three main aspects for the

coverage problem, respectively deployment, scheduling (wake-up),

or movement. Instead, we exhaustively survey research work and

bring all these aspects into our content as three main solution

strategies. Besides, there are several surveys which overview the

coverage problems generally, like [1,41–43] , etc. However, none of

them focus on coverage problems with uncertain properties. In all,

there are three main contributions of our survey: 

1. First, we summarize works on coverage problems with uncer-

tain properties and give statistics on recent research literature

over the last decade. 

2. Second, we give a general research framework on the cover-

age problems with uncertain properties according to their spe-

cial characteristics and potential research workflow. We discuss

more details of the framework and its advantages at the end of

Section 2 . 

3. Third, to the best of our knowledge, we initially summarized

important optimization objectives and corresponding strategies

for coverage problem with uncertain properties. 

This survey is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the ba-

sic concepts of the coverage problem in WSNs, especially related

to basic coverage types, detection objectives, and constraints for

coverage problems with uncertain properties. Additionally, we pro-

vide a research framework on the coverage problem with uncertain

properties ( Fig. 4 ) and we tabulate statistics on all research litera-

ture involved in this survey. The later sections in this survey are

organized according to the corresponding parts of the framework.

Section 3 provides hypotheses, including detection, network, and

deployment models. Next, Section 4 focuses on the problem objec-

tives; there are main objectives, sub-objectives, and some restric-

tions on those objectives. Three important optimization objectives

are given. Section 5 presents the solution strategies by discussing

some typical researches. Section 5 also classifies the involved al-

gorithms based on different problems and algorithmic categories.

Section 6 summarizes important algorithmic theoretic analysis in-

cluding model analysis, algorithm complexity, and approximation

ratio results. Simulation platform collection will also be covered

in this section. Section 7 introduces new directions in research of

coverage problems with uncertain properties in the future. Finally,

Section 8 concludes this survey. 

2. Preliminaries and a research framework 

In this section, we give the preliminaries for coverage problems

in WSNs. We firstly introduce three basic coverage types, namely,

target coverage, area coverage, and barrier coverage. Then, we give

concepts of main coverage qualities and restrictions, such as partial
overage, probabilistic coverage, connectivity, and network over-

ead. Finally, we summarize a general research framework on cov-

rage problems with uncertain properties. Meanwhile, we present

tatistics on research papers involved in this survey. 

.1. Basic coverage types 

.1.1. Target coverage 

Target coverage will cover discrete targets. The locations of the

argets (i.e., the spatial points) are usually given ahead. Fig. 1 (a)

llustrates the target coverage. Typically, the target coverage prob-

em should select pre-deployed sensors to cover all discrete tar-

ets, which can be directly modeled as a classical Set Cover prob-

em. However, a sensor might detect objects (events) with random

istakes. Many studies have considered False Alarm Probability as

n important criterion [14,18] . In the (signal) detection theory, a

alse alarm occurs when a non-target event is identified as a tar-

et event. The False Alarm Probability addresses the false-positive

robability among all event detections in WSNs. 

.1.2. Area coverage 

The objective of area coverage is to cover the entire region of

nterest (ROI). Some papers also refer it as “field of interest”. In this

urvey, we use the former, especially when discussing area cover-

ge. Fig. 1 (b) illustrates an irregular ROI. 

The area coverage is always discussed for a continuous space.

hus, an area coverage problem is usually hard to be transformed

o a discrete space problem, which makes the area coverage prob-

em more difficult to solve. The Voronoi division is a powerful tool

or overcoming the infinite point property of area coverage. Fig. 2

llustrates a Voronoi graph and its corresponding Delaunay trian-

ulation in 2 D space where definite sensors are deployed as the

oronoi cell centers. 

efinition 1 (Voronoi Cell and Voronoi Graph for WSN) . One

oronoi cell in 2 D space for a certain sensor is a region composed

f all points, which have the shortest distance to the sensor in

omparison with to any other sensors. A Voronoi cell is usually a

olygon and every edge of the polygon is called as a Voronoi edge.

he intersection point of two or more Voronoi edges is called a

oronoi vertex. A Voronoi graph consists of all Voronoi cells. Two
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Fig. 3. (a) Full barrier coverage by static sensors; (b) and (c) Barrier coverage by 

mobile sensors [62] . 
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ensors are Voronoi neighbors when their Voronoi cells share one

oronoi edge. 

A Delaunay graph is the dual graph of the corresponding

oronoi graph in graph theory. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the Delau-

ay edges (dashed) are orthogonal to their corresponding Voronoi

dges (solid). However, Delaunay edges do not necessarily intersect

oronoi edges. 

Assume that the sensors in set S are randomly deployed, a ROI

 might or might not be completely covered under another ran-

om deployment. However, the Critical Sensor Density (CSD), λcsd ,

elps to decide at least how many sensors are needed to com-

letely cover the region under random deployment. The λcsd for a

essellation can be computed as follows: Let A p denote the area of

 deployment pattern (a polygon), N p denote the number of sen-

ors that compose a pattern, and N n denote the number of pat-

ern blocks that share a node. Then λcsd can be computed as Eq.

1) [44] . 

csd = 

N p 

A p N n 
(1) 

It is worthwhile to point out that area coverage can be viewed

s a generation of target coverage. Therefore, some studies focus

n how to transform area coverage to target coverage by geomet-

ical analysis [30,45–53] . The Voronoi and Delaunay graphs play a

ey role in the transformation. For some ROI with special shape,

eployment of sensors has special results. Authors in [54] discuss

he case for long belt and further give optimal solution for this

ase in [55] . 

.1.3. Barrier coverage 

Barrier coverage is to detect objects crossing a long belt shape

egion. Therefore, we must define a belt first [44] . 

efinition 2 (Ordinary Belt with Width w ) . If l 1 and l 2 are two

arallel curves with a separation width w , the region between l 1 
nd l 2 is referred to as a belt region B with width w . The two

urves l 1 and l 2 are two parallel boundaries. We say B is ordinary

with respect to a sensor network deployed over B) if it satisfies

he following condition: for two sensors within B, if their detec-

ion range D 1 and D 2 have an overlap, then (D 1 ∪ D 2 ) ∩ B is a con-

ected sub region in B. 

efinition 3 (Barrier Coverage) . A path is said to be a crossing path

f it crosses from one parallel boundary to the other. A sensor net-

ork deployed in a belt region is said to provide barrier coverage

f and only if all crossing paths through the belt intersect the de-

ection range of at least one sensor. 

Aside from the traditional barrier coverage, the authors

n [56] and [57] propose a variant of barrier coverage, namely trap

overage . A sensor network providing trap coverage guarantees that

ny moving object can move at most a known distance before it is

etected, along any trajectory and by any speed. This means that

overage holes are allowed from the view of area coverage. Sim-

larly, there is another variant, namely sweeping coverage [58–61] ,

hich considers mobile sensors to collect data detected by static

ensors. 

Additionally, for saving many sensors, mobile sensors, instead

f static sensors, can be used to patrol along a line to dynamically

orm a barrier [62] . Fig. 3 shows two situations in this scenario.

s shown in Fig. 3 (a), many stable sensors are deployed along the

arrier line, while in Fig. 3 (b), if the defender knows the probabil-

ty of intruder occurrence in the ROI as a prior knowledge, then

obile sensors can determine their own movement strategy. Oth-

rwise, without the prior knowledge, keeping stable makes sen-

ors to have the same efficiency as the moving ones in Fig. 3 (c).
eibull distribution is used in [62] to estimate the intruder occur-

ing probability as a prior knowledge. 

.2. Coverage quality and constraints 

In this subsection, we first discuss the basic coverage quality,

amely, full coverage . Then we give an overview and basic mea-

urements for partial coverage and probabilistic coverage . Finally,

e discuss connectivity and network overhead because they are

sually important constraints in designing WSNs. 

.2.1. Full coverage 

In fact, full coverage has been defined above in Section 2.1 for

ach basic coverage type: target, area, and barrier coverage. Full

overage is the basic coverage quality requirement, and other kinds

f coverage quality stem from full coverage. In the early years,

any studies focused on the full coverage with 0/1 model (disk

odel), such as [33,46] . Recently, many papers discuss full cover-

ge problems while the sensing model has been changed to the

robabilistic model, such as [63–66] . Moreover, when we use a

robabilistic model as the detection model, a threshold will be pre-

etermined. A target is detected if it is within some sensor’s de-

ection range and the detection probability on the target by the

ensor is higher than the threshold. Some other complex criteria

lso justifies whether a target is covered. For instance, error rate

an be set as a criterion because the detections by sensors may be

isturbed by random noises in the environment [44,65] . 

.2.2. Partial coverage 

Partial Coverage studies how to relax coverage quality in order

o lengthen the lifetime of the network. Adjusting coverage ratio is

 simple and realistic way to achieve such purpose [47] . Coverage

atio measures the percentage of targets being covered for target

overage (the proportion of the covered region to the entire ROI for

rea coverage, and the percentage of paths detected to all paths for

arrier coverage). For example, if 8 out of 10 targets are covered,

hen the coverage ratio is 80%. In a certain sense, full coverage can

e viewed as a special partial coverage, which has a coverage ratio

f 100%. In Section 4 , we will formally define an important par-

ial coverage problem, i.e., p -percentage coverage. Partial coverage

erely adopts quantitative coverage ratio to control the coverage

uality, which brings uncertain properties for coverage problems

ecause which parts are detected or undetected is unknown and

ynamic. 

.2.3. Probabilistic coverage 

Probabilistic coverage describes coverage quality in probabilis-

ic manner. The sensor detection model for probabilistic coverage
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is usually a probabilistic model. The coverage (detection) probabil-

ity of a target can be expressed as Eq. (2) 

P (t) = 1 −
n ∏ 

i =1 

[1 − p i (t)] (2)

where t denotes a target position in the ROI � (can be expressed

by a coordinate in detail), p i ( t ) denotes the detection probability by

the i th sensor node for t , and n is the number of sensors. We can

calculate p i according to different detection models [15,19,24] . P ( t )

denotes the overall coverage probability at position t . 

The objective of probabilistic coverage problem is usually to

maximize the coverage probability for the entire ROI, and the value

of maximum coverage probability can be expressed as 

max 

∫ 
�

R (t) P (t) dt (3)

where R ( t ) is an object (event) density function, for some t ∈
� [44,63,67] . If this constraint is more complex and has some

other parameters, then it can be adjusted according to different

requirements. For instance, in a wireless mobile sensor network

(WMSN), if we need to minimize the distance of sensor move-

ments, then we can change P ( t ) to P ( t , s ) and s = { s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s N }
denotes the locations of sensors after the movements [68] . 

2.2.4. Connectivity 

Apart from maintaining a certain coverage quality for WSNs,

maintaining the connectivity of network is another important re-

quirement. In the recent decade, considerable literature has been

devoted to consider coverage and connectivity simultaneously. A

classical theorem is proposed for a relation between sensor detec-

tion range and sensor communication range by [69] as seen below.

Theorem 1. Supposing that a set of sensors S provides full 1-coverage

for a convex region, then, if R c ≥ 2 R s , S forms a 1-connected network.

In [69] , the Voronoi graph is applied in proving the theorem.

Some researches, such as [46,69] , require a higher connectivity de-

gree which is denoted as K -connected. If a network is K -connected,

then the network will remain connected for any possible K − 1 ac-

tive nodes failing. A similar definition is given for K -coverage. 

In [46] , the optimal deployment is studied for achieving 4-

connectivity and full 1-coverage under different ratios of commu-

nication range (denoted by r c ) to sensor detection range (denoted

by r s ). Several deployment patterns are given, namely, diamond,

triangle, square, and double-strip patterns. Several protocols, e.g.,

ASCENT [70] , SPAN [71] , AFECA [72] , and GAF [73] aim to maintain

network connectivity but do not guarantee coverage requirement.

However, researchers, such as [69] , extend them to a coverage-

preserving version. 

We introduce one metric for connectivity quality, namely,

Packet Reception Rate (PRR), as a function taking the distance v

between transmitter and receiver as a parameter, which can be ex-

pressed as 

P RR (v ) = 

⎛ 

⎝ 1 − 1 

2 

e 
−

P t − P L (v ) − P n 

2 

⎞ 

⎠ 

8 l 

(4)

where P t is the output power of transmitter, PL ( v ) is the path loss

at distance v, P n is the noise floor, and l is the frame length. The

study in [74] provides a detailed derivation. As [75] mentioned, a

probabilistic model for connectivity and coverage is more realistic.

Thus, the PRR, as a network model, extends the sensor commu-

nication ability to a non-disk model. The PRR is usually required

not to be larger than a certain threshold when such protocols au-

tonomously construct connected networks. 
Some researchers consider coverage and connectivity at the

ame time from the aspect of probabilistic analysis. For balancing

he energy consumption of each sensor, authors in [76] propose a

amed Probability Density Function (PDF) for guiding sensor de-

loyment and maximizing network lifetime. They mainly consider

he energy consumption in data transmitting and data relaying to

he sink node with respect to both coverage and connectivity. They

ropose that the regions closer to the sink should be with greater

ensor density. Moreover, authors give both qualitative and quan-

itative analyses on the performance of the PDF based deployment

cheme. 

.2.5. Network overhead 

The overhead in WSNs has several meanings. The most com-

on one is the power consumption for wireless transmissions. To

nsure reliable data forwarding, a wireless link must preserve a ba-

ic channel quality, which is measured by its Signal to Interference

nd Noise Ratio (SINR). To preserve a given SINR, the power of the

ransmitter is a monotonically increasing function on the length of

he current link between the sensor and the base station. A re-

ised optimal coverage problem is given by combining coverage

nd communication cost with different weights in [68] . 

Another meaning of overhead refers to the metadata or the net-

ork routing information in a network application, which uses a

ortion of the available bandwidth of the communication. It is de-

oted as protocol overhead . These additional data, including pro-

ocol headers and application-specific information, are denoted as

verhead because they do not contribute to the message content.

herefore, overhead should be controlled under a certain threshold

n proposed algorithms and protocols. Simulations usually present

he empirical overhead results to evaluate the efficiency of algo-

ithms and protocols. Authors in [8] provide the message complex-

ty of their distributed algorithm as O ( R ), where R is the number of

cheduling rounds. Authors in [77] also analyze the message com-

lexity as O ((2 + D )((1 + m ) / f + D )) for each sensor, where f is

he life cycle time, D is the number of other sensors in the current

ensor’s communication range, and m is the number of different

ensor sets, each of which can provide local barrier coverage with

 desired quality. Authors in [78] analyze algorithm complexity us-

ng overhead. The proposed Coverage Benefit Detection Algorithm

CBDA) has complexity O ( n ), where n is the number of messages. 

.3. General framework for solving the coverage problem 

In this subsection, we propose a framework for solving the cov-

rage problem with uncertain properties, which is shown in Fig. 4 .

his framework depicts the basic research procedures for coverage

roblems in WSNs. We also give the statistics of the research pa-

ers involved in this survey. First, we summarize a research proce-

ure into the following four steps: 

1) Model construction; 

2) Objective(s) formalization; 

3) Solution design; 

4) Result verification. 

For each step, the framework gives main contents in the box

elow. For model construction, there are three main model types,

amely, detection model, network model, and deployment model.

he uncertain properties are obviously introduced for some of

hem, such as probabilistic detection model, random and pseudo-

andom deployment model, etc. For the objective(s) formalization

tep, the framework discusses coverage type, coverage quality, and

ain optimization objectives. We elaborate two kinds of cover-

ge problem with uncertain properties, namely partial coverage,

nd probabilistic coverage. Moreover, three main optimization ob-

ectives also focus on uncertain properties because of their solv-
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Fig. 4. A research framework for coverage problems in WSNs with uncertain properties. 
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ng a partial or a probabilistic coverage problem. As main objec-

ives, three kinds of optimization problem will be clearly discussed

n Section 4 . For the solution design step, it involves strategies

or sensor operations and algorithms. Among them, heuristic al-

orithms and random algorithms usually cannot give a determin-

stic result, which brings in uncertain properties. Finally, the re-

ult verification considers theoretical verification, algorithm analy-

is, and simulation. In the theoretical verification part, researchers

ake analyses on probabilistic parameter relationship, which brings

 kind of uncertain properties. Moreover, probability estimation is

lso another main source of uncertain properties. 

Several contributions of this survey are brought by the frame-

ork. First, we categorize three kinds of models from low level to

igh level. The detection model is about the detection feature of

ndividual sensors. The deployment model is about the relation-

hip between two or more sensors. The network model is about

etwork features and the structure. 

As the second contribution, we summarize three main opti-

ization objectives for coverage problem with uncertain proper-

ies, namely, maximizing coverage quality, maximizing network

ifetime, and minimizing the number of sensors. For example, max-

mizing coverage quality is to increase the level of coverage qual-

ty, which only exists for partial or probabilistic coverage and can

ever exist for full coverage. Additionally, maximizing network life-

ime and minimizing the number of sensors are usually considered

or saving energy under partial or probabilistic coverage problems. 

The third contribution is to categorize strategies of sensor oper-

tions, including deployment, scheduling, and movement. Thus, we

rovide many discussions on strategies in Section 5 and closely an-

lyze the characteristics of each strategy for three main optimiza-

ion objectives. 

Additionally, algorithms are important starting points for begin-

ers to understand how to solve coverage problems with uncertain

roperties. Therefore, we also introduce and categorize algorithms

rom different aspects in Section 5 . Moreover, we provide a list of

ables to compare the complexity and approximation ratio for var-

ous algorithms in Section 6 . 

Although we summarize the framework of coverage problems

ith uncertain properties, some research is actually not strictly

rganized in accordance with the framework. For example, some

uthors want to elaborate their theory, or give a relation among

etwork parameters. They do not pay much attention to algorithm

esign. However, the above research steps conserve a regular pro-

edure to solve coverage problems with uncertain properties. In

his survey, we organize our contents according to this framework.

e focus on how to introduce uncertain properties into the cov-

rage problem and how to solve the partial or probabilistic cov-
rage problems correspondingly. Each of the following sections in-

roduces one step of the framework, and items in each step are

laborated on by subsections. We focus on all the items marked

ith a star which involve uncertain properties. 

Finally, we give two tables to summarize the literatures in-

olved in this survey. In Table 1 , we give statistics of research pa-

ers on coverage problems with uncertain properties. We classify

hem into journal papers or conference papers. From Table 1 , we

an see that coverage problems with uncertain properties attract

ore and more attentions, especially in the latest five years. 

We give more details to see the distribution of papers in some

epresentative journals and conferences in Table 2 . We can see

hat coverage problems with uncertain properties receive more at-

entions than ten years ago by representative journals and con-

erences such as TIT (IEEE Transactions on Information Theory),

MC (IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing), MobiCom (ACM

nternational Conference on Mobile Computing and Networking)

nd so on. Later, it seems that research publications are trans-

erred to other journals and conferences in the past five years such

s TPDS (IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems),

ON (ACM and IEEE Transactions on Networking), MobiHoc (ACM

nd IEEE International Symposium on Mobile Ad Hoc Networking

nd Computing), INFOCOM (IEEE International Conference on Com-

uter Communications), SIGKDD (ACM International Conference on

nowledge Discovery and Data Mining) and so on. We see that the

istribution of journals and conferences is broad. However, to the

est of our knowledge, there is no previous survey paper summa-

izing the coverage problem with uncertain properties before. 

. Model construction 

Coverage models are used to formulate the characteristics of

overage problems mathematically. An unique result will be de-

ided under a deterministic model while an instance can lead to

any different results under a non-deterministic models, espe-

ially representative probabilistic models. Compared to determinis-

ic models, probabilistic models are more realistic but more com-

lex. A coverage model consists of three types: detection model,

etwork model, and deployment model and it is summarized in

able 3 . For detection model, there are several subtypes whose de-

ection functions are listed in “detail” column of the table. If a

ubtype is probabilistic, it is marked a “yes” in the “uncertainty”

olumn while deterministic one is marked a “no”. For deployment

odel, the “detail” column provides comments on each subtype

nd the “uncertainty” column indicates if this model is involved in

 probabilistic way. For network model, each subtype is discussed

n two opposite sides and it is further divided from different as-
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Table 1 

Research paper statistics per year. 

Category \ Year 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 ≤ 2006 Sum 

Journals 1 17 8 14 9 10 8 9 5 5 4 7 97 

Conferences 1 5 9 7 10 11 10 8 8 5 10 9 94 

Total 2 22 17 21 19 21 18 17 13 10 14 16 191 

Table 2 

Papers in representative journals and conferences. 

Journal Conference 

TIT [50] MobiCom [73,77,79,80] 

TMC [14,46,49,70,81–86] MobiHoc [87] 

TPDS [52,88–91] INFOCOM [8,57,62,67,92–96] 

TON [31,97,98] SIGKDD [99] 

TOC [100] UbiComp [101] 

ComNet [28,102–104] SECON [60,61,105] 

TOSN [25,69,106,107] ICDCS [5,12,108,109] 

TWC [26,63,110,111] ICPP [58] 

IS [112] IWQoS [113,114] 

Performance Evaluation [51] CoNEXT [115] 

TITS [116] ICC [33,74,117,118] 

ComCom [17,119] ICCCN [16,120,121] 

Communications [2] IPCCC [45] 

JNCA [122–127] WCNC [19,23,65,128–131] 

Networks [7,132] GLOBECOM [27,59,133–136] 

PMC [137–139] WASA [140–142] 

The Journal of Supercomputing [34,143] WiCOM [21,144–146] 

WCMC [6,147–149] ISSNIP [78,150] 

Wireless Networks [71,151–153] COMSNETS [154,155] 

Ad Hoc Networks [156–158] 

Communications Letters [22,44,159] 

Sensors [160–162] 

Wireless Sensor Systems [66,163] 

Table 3 

Illustration of coverage model. 
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pects which are given in the “detail” column separately. e.g., when

we compare the homogeneous models with heterogeneous mod-

els, the difference among sensors is focused and divided into three

main types of difference: detection range, communication range,

and computing power. Because the network model cannot be cat-

egorized into deterministic or probabilistic so an “N/A” is given for

all network models. In the following subsections, we will introduce

them separatively for more details. 

3.1. Detection model 

In this subsection, we first briefly review the traditional detec-

tion model, and then present several popular probabilistic detec-

tion models, which are widely used in WSNs. A detection model
s presented as the geometric relation of a target point and a sen-

or, which measures the basic sensing capability and the detection

uality of the sensor. In most cases, we formulate a detection func-

ion to depict the coverage performance from the Euclidean dis-

ances between the sensor and the target. Therefore, the detection

uality of the sensor is commonly depicted as a disk centered at

he position of the sensor. 

A sensor detects a target by measuring the strength of the

ignal emitted from the target. The energy of the sensing sig-

al attenuates with the distance increasing from the target. Thus,

he detection function is modeled with Euclidean distance be-

ween sensor and target as parameter. For any point p , d(s i , t) =
 

(x i − x ) 2 + (y i − y ) 2 denotes the Euclidean distance between the
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Fig. 5. Illustration for directional model. 
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Fig. 6. The relation between the T-R model and the object [5] . 
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ensor s i and the target position t , where ( x i , y i ) and ( x, y ) are the

artesian coordinates of the sensor s i and the target point t . The

unction f () taking the distance as a parameter indicates the detec-

ion effect and the R is the detection radius for 0/1 model. 

.1.1. Omnidirectional model 

The 0/1 model [164] is the most widely used deterministic de-

ection model in WSNs. It is the only model without uncertainty in

able 3 as a baseline in comparison with other probabilistic mod-

ls. 

Attenuated models consider the uncertainty in the sensing pro-

ess and utilizes more information which the 0/1 model ignores. A

asic attenuated model is given in Table 3 , where k is a decay fac-

or related to the physical characteristic of the sensor. Only when

he event occurs at the location of the sensor, the signal received

y the sensor is strongest. On the contrary, when the event occurs

ar from the sensor, the signal received by the sensor will become

xtremely weak. 

The truncated attenuated model causes some neglecting and

pproximation of the detection probability when distance is too

arge or too small. An expression is given in Table 3 , where ( R s ,

 u ) is the strip detection range. The R s is the lower bound and

he R u is the upper bound. As a variety of this model, the lower

ound R s can be removed to follow the attenuating form as the

iddle equation of the full expression in Table 3 and ignore the

ower truncation. The upper bound R u can be removed as another

ariety of this model. 

.1.2. Directional model 

In the above discussions, we consider the distance as an impor-

ant factor for detection functions. Another factor which influences

he detection function is the angle β between sensor working di-

ection and the relative direction between sensor and the target

oint. It is the directional model which is mostly used for cam-

ras [9] or other adjustable sensors [109,123] . Each sensor has only

ne working direction, θ (−π ≤ θ ≤ π) , defined as its direction

ngle value relative to the positive x -axis. The effective detection

eld F s (Field of View) of the sensor is in a sector shape, i.e., the

ie-shaped zone formed of effective angle of view, denoted as an-

le α, and two sides in length of detection range r . A target point t

s said to be covered by the sensor s i if and only if the two condi-

ions are satisfied. The f ( d ( s i , t )) is a detection function of any type

bove, such as attenuated model proposed by [78] . Fig. 5 presents

n illustration. For a 3 D scenario, a directional 3 D detection model

s given for space volume coverage [136,139] . 

.1.3. Estimation model with loss 

The pass loss logarithmic normal model is an estimation model

hat predicts the path loss (event including the noise) that a signal

ncounters inside a building or a densely-populated region [21] . 
For the pass logarithmic normal model, the path loss PL (in db)

t a distance is given in Table 3 , where d 0 is the reference dis-

ance, β is the path loss component, indicating the rate at which

he path loss increases with distance, x σ is the zero-mean Gaus-

ian distributed random variable with σ -variance (also in db), and

L ( d 0 ) is the mean path loss at reference distance d 0 . 

The pass logarithmic normal model captures various environ-

ental factors with different received signal values at different lo-

ations while the distance between the target point and the sen-

or is the same. All the reference parameters are experimentally

easured for the given event and the characteristics of the sensors

re calculated using a free space path loss model. Each sensor has

 receiving threshold value γ which describes the minimum sig-

al strength correctly decoded at the sensor. The probability, with

hich the received signal level at a sensor will be above this re-

eiving threshold γ , is given in Table 3 for an estimation model

ith loss. The function requires Q -function to compute probability

ccording to the Gaussian process [20] . The Q -function is defined

s follows: 

(z) = 

1 √ 

2 π

∫ ∞ 

z 

exp 

(
−x 2 

2 

)
dx (5) 

For a given transmitting power and receiving threshold value,

e can calculate the probability of receiving a signal above the re-

eive threshold γ , at a given distance with the following probabil-

ty function: 

 r[ P L (d) > γ ] = Q 

[
γ − P L (d) 

θ

]
(6)

here θ is the signal strength emitted by the target. 

.1.4. Transmitter-Receiver model 

Transmitter-Receiver model (T-R model) is derived from the

ransceiver-free object detection. It uses the disturbance of the ob-

ect to the radio environment to locate the target object. Compared

ith the traditional disk-like model, the T-R model is considered a

ore general model which has many new features with uncertain

roperties, such as the non-node centric (link centric), the interfer-

nce, and the exclusivity between a different coverage unit (cover-

ge unit may not be totally independent) [5,126] . The target ob-

ects are detected when the certain Transmitter-Receiver links (T-R

inks) have significant changes in the signal strength. 

In a transceiver-free object detection system, T-R links are ba-

ic coverage units. The sensors continuously transmit packets and

easure the signal strength of the corresponding links. We assume

hat a present object (or a person) is always on the ground ( x, y ,

) and a T-R link u (−d/ 2 , 0 , h ) , v (d/ 2 , 0 , h ) is deployed on the ceil-

ng parallel to the ground, which is shown in Fig. 6 . When targets
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Fig. 7. Grid sensor deployment using (a) triangle, (b) square, and (c) hexagon pat- 

tern. 
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are present, additional wireless transmission paths will be added

between transmitters and receivers. As a result, the signal strength

is greatly influenced depending on the location of the object. By

observing these T-R links, we can infer the positions of the target

objects. 

According to the pass loss log normal model, the difference

( 
P ) of the received power at v is 


P = c 1 + c 2 log (4 x 2 + d 2 + 4 y 2 + 4 h 

2 ) + G (7)

where c 1 , c 1 are two constants. The constants d and h are sep-

aratively the distance between Transmitter and Receiver, and the

height of ceiling. G is a random variable that can be modeled by

the Rice distribution. 

With the user threshold 
P h being appropriately set, the object

detection probability P r at a target point is the probability that 
P

is larger than a given threshold 
P h : 

P r = P r(
P > 
P h ) (8)

3.2. Deployment model 

A fundamental step in constructing a WSN is to deploy sensor

nodes into an ROI. However, deployment models (or deployment

strategies) are varied. Sensor deployment strategies can generally

be classified into four categories. The first one is a deterministic

model based on grid, and the other three are all deployment mod-

els with uncertain properties. 

3.2.1. Grid deployment 

Grid deployment means sensor nodes are deployed based on

grids. Grid sensor deployments are of particular importance in

many applications mainly because they provide a uniform and

highly consistent partitioned space. According to the grid shape,

grid deployment can be divided into more specific types. Trian-

gle [33] , square [114] , and hexagon [88] are the most popular

grid types that have been substantially discussed ( Fig. 7 ). Such de-

ployment can achieve the best coverage with the fewest sensor

nodes. However, such deployment requires a simple environment

and may be costly during the deployment process. 

3.2.2. Grid deployment with error 

In more realistic situations, considering wind, water, animals,

and other factors, deployment errors may occur, and the location

of the nodes may deviate from the original plan. In this case, the

node location can be modeled by a probabilistic model. We can

use two ways to deal with such problems. One is to decrease the

length of the grid cells so that no region is left void even in the

presence of worst-case errors. However, this approach may be too

expensive when the worst-case magnitude of the errors is large.

The other one is to only provide a probabilistic coverage guaran-

tee [33] . 

3.2.3. Random deployment 

Random deployment is the result of practical implementation

for sensor deployment in battlefields or tough environments, for
xample, sensors may be air-dropped or launched via artillery. In

hese scenarios, the locations of sensors can be modeled by a static

 D Poisson point process. We can denote the sensor density to λ
hich measures the number of sensors per unit area. The total

umber of sensors located in a sensing region A , denoted to N ( A ),

ollows a Poisson distribution of parameter λ|| A ||, where || A || rep-

esents the area of region A . Thus, the probability can be described

s 

 (N(A ) = k ) = 

e −λ|| A || (λ|| A || ) k 
k ! 

(9)

he required number of sensors to cover a region using random

eployment is in general approximately 3 to 10 times higher than

hat using grid deployment [150] . 

.2.4. Pseudo-random deployment 

In pseudo-random deployment, sensors are randomly but not

niformly deployed. This deployment type is usually used in two

pecial cases. The first one is in a mobile network. Sensor nodes

nitially may be deployed randomly and then move around on the

ases of some specific rules proposed by [165] . This strategy is also

alled a self-regulated strategy. 

The second case is in a cluster network referenced below (in

ection 3.3.1 ). We consider a WSN in a 2 D plane with N sensors.

hese sensors are deployed according to the following 2 D Gaussian

istribution. 

f (x, y ) = 

1 

2 πσx σy 
e 

−( 
(x −x i ) 

2 

2 σ2 
x 

+ (y −y i ) 
2 

2 σ2 
y 

) 
(10)

here ( x i , y i ) is the deployment point, and x and y are the stan-

ard deviations for the orthogonal two dimensions, respectively.

he distribution enables sensors to have a higher probability of

eing deployed near the sink node than in random deployment.

uthors in [49] point out that the distribution relaxes the energy

ole problem and increases the lifetime of the network. 

.3. Network model 

In a coverage problem, many sensor nodes are deployed in the

OI to satisfy a specific coverage requirement. The region is also

alled the sensing region, and these sensor nodes form a WSN.

onsidering that the region and the sensor model differ signif-

cantly in different problems, the network can also be modeled

n many different ways. This subsection introduces three kinds of

SN models. 

.3.1. Homogeneous and heterogeneous models 

This model focuses on sensor types. A network where

ll sensor nodes have the same detection range, communi-

ation range, and computing power is called a homogeneous

etwork, which is commonly used a simplification assump-

ion [5,16,25,31,44,63,99,129,163,166] . 

By contrast, sensor nodes in a heterogeneous model may have

ifferent capabilities. In a heterogeneous model, two parameters

re set for sensor nodes, namely, detection range and computing

ower. The detection range of a node is the region where any tar-

et can be detected by the node. This parameter is the most pop-

lar parameter considered in many papers [49,69,108,164] . Com-

uting power is the processing capacity of a node. Adding some

odes with a high computing power to a network can, in general,

ffectively im prove the total performance. However, the problem

ecomes complex if the computing power of nodes differs [49,82] .

e call a network as a cluster network if it consists of some base

tations (or called the sink nodes) with some advanced micro-

ontrollers and many other common nodes. 
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Table 4 

Illustration of problem objectives. 

Objective type Requirement Comments 

Achieving coverage quality Achieving coverage ratio Objective function: 
∣∣⋃ 

s i ∈ C (R i ) 
⋂ 

A j 

∣∣ > p j |A j | 
Achieving coverage probability Objective function: F t = 1 − ∏ 

s i ∈ S (1 − f (d(s i , t))) , ∀ t ∈ A , F t ≥ P

Main optimization with uncertainty Maximizing coverage quality 

with uncertainty 

Coverage ratio Maximization on coverage ratio (Below 100%) 

Coverage probability Objective function: max s ∫ �R ( t ) P ( t, s ) dt 

Maximizing the network lifetime Sensor scheduling under partial or probabilistic coverage 

Minimizing the number of sensors Selecting under partial or probabilistic coverage 

Other objective Probabilistic K -coverage Combining probabilistic coverage and K -coverage 

Maximizing the weighted sum of targets Partial coverage with weighted sum of targets 

Handling holes Improving coverage ratio for partial coverage 
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Other parameters, such as communication range, are also con-

idered. However, we usually do not consider power supply and

obile issues for a heterogeneous network. 

.3.2. 2D and 3D models 

This model describes the sensing region, which can generally

e categorized into three types, namely, 2 D plane, 3 D volume, and

 D surface. The problems in a 2 D plane, such as crop sensing in

egions or wildlife tracking on plains, have been discussed exten-

ively in the past [12,13,19,50,51,77,110,167–169] . A 3 D volume re-

ion is a 3 D space whereas a 3 D surface region is the surface of

 3 D object. The 3 D volume model is generally used for under-

ater sensor surveillance, air and water pollution monitoring, and

orest monitoring. In most cases involving a 3 D model, it actu-

lly does not substantially increase the difficulty of the problem.

esearchers can extend most 2 D plane algorithms to 3 D volume

irectly [29,58,117,166,170] . The 3 D surface model is discussed in

ome special cases, such as seismic monitoring on ocean floors or

n mountainous regions [28,90,171] . This region is the most difficult

ne because we cannot use Euclidean distance to express distance.

hus, many existing 2 D algorithms are not applicable. 

.3.3. Static and mobile models 

This model depicts the sensor mobility. In a static model,

he locations of all sensor nodes are fixed after they have been

eployed [19,26,34,50,51,130,167–169] . In a mobile model, sensor

odes are equipped with a locomotive unit and can move around

fter deployment [52,62,68,96,165,172,173] . Mobile nodes can im-

rove network performance by moving to the desired locations,

ut they also expend more energy for moving and need complex

lgorithms to calculate the moving paths. Apart from the above

odels, researchers consider a hybrid network that consists of

oth static nodes and mobile nodes [58,161,164,174] . 

. Problem objectives 

For coverage problems of WSNs, the foremost objective is to

uarantee coverage quality. Coverage ratio and coverage probability

re two common performance metrics used to estimate coverage

uality. Meanwhile, they are the main topics in this survey. Cover-

ge ratio reflects how much of the ROI is covered and is typically

iscussed as the partial coverage problem, which are elaborated

n Section 2.2.2 by a series of researches [4,8,48,114,160,161,174–

76] . Coverage probability reflects the degree of coverage for the

ntire ROI and is usually discussed as the probabilistic coverage

roblems, which are elaborated in Section 2.2.3 through many lit-

ratures [28,62,99,113,129,177] . As the second kind of objective,

e present three kinds of optimization objectives considering effi-

iency of WSNs, namely, maximizing coverage quality, maximizing

etwork lifetime, and minimizing the number of sensors. We re-

pectively discuss their definitions and introduce their solutions in
he next section. Finally, we present other related objectives of cov-

rage problems with uncertain properties. We summarize all these

bjectives in Table 4 . 

.1. Achieving coverage quality with uncertain properties 

For coverage problems with uncertain properties, WSNs have

ifferent requirements for coverage quality, e.g., partial coverage,

robabilistic coverage, and probabilistic K -coverage. In this subsec-

ion, we first introduce the definition of each coverage quality in

etail, and then present relevant researches. 

.1.1. Achieving a certain coverage ratio 

Experimental results in some papers show that the lifetime

f WSNs will be extended greatly, if the coverage ratio of the

etwork can decrease slightly, thereby providing partial coverage

ather than full coverage [47,140,155] . Full coverage is actually un-

ecessary in some scenarios. In such a case, research about partial

overage is useful to prolong the lifetime of networks. Partial cov-

rage can be defined when the coverage ratio r < 1. 

Coverage ratio and lifetime are two important but conflictive

equirements in WSNs. Improving both coverage ratio and lifetime

t the same time is usually difficult. For partial coverage, authors

n [49,144,169] focus on how to maximize the lifetime while the

overage ratio is guaranteed by a predetermined threshold. Au-

hors in [8,48,161] have attempted to improve the coverage ra-

io while bound the network lifetime. A few studies have solved

he partial target coverage problem [125] . Some researchers con-

ider partial coverage under a camera or a directional detection

odel [9,123] . The partial coverage problem has also been inves-

igated in the literature with many names, such as “p -percent cov-

rage” [140] , “α-coverage” [89] , and “Q -coverage” [47] . The prob-

em requires the network to cover at least “p -percent”, “α-portion”

r “Q -portion” of the ROI, target set, or crossing paths. In other

ords, if p/ 100 = α = Q, such problems are actually the same. We

enote this kind of problems as “p -percentage” coverage problems

niformly. 

Here, we first introduce some important concepts and defini-

ions about p -percentage coverage problem and provide some ex-

mples. 

efinition 4 ( p -percentage cover) . Give a real number p where 0

p ≤ 1, a 2 D region A and set S of N sensors s i , for i = 1 , . . . , N.

ensor s i has detection range R i . |A| denotes the area of the ROI A .

 sub-set C ∈ S p -percentage covers A (C is an p -percentage cover

f A ) if [89] : ⋃ 

s i ∈ C 
(R i ) 

⋂ 

A 

∣∣ > p | A | (11)

The p -percentage coverage problem is considered as finding one

r several p -percentage covers for ROI A . 

For large scale networks, separating the ROI into sub regions

nd assigning different coverage ratio to each sub region may be
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the space points covered by using the P -probability coverage 

model of: (a) 2 sensors; (b) 3 sensors; (c) 4 sensors [63] . 
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a good strategy. In this way, users can deploy considerable sensors

to the critical regions and deploy fewer sensors to trivial regions.

Therefore, equipment costs can be reduced and the network life-

time can be prolonged using the same budget. We then introduce

the extended p -percentage coverage problem as follows. 

Definition 5 (extended p -percentage cover) . Give a 2 D region A
which is divided into J sub regions, a specific coverage ratio p j 
for each sub regions A j , j = 1 , . . . , J, and set S of N sensors s i ,

i = 1 , . . . , N. Sensor s i has detection range R i . |A| denotes the area

of the ROI A . A sub-set C extended p -percentage cover A (C is an

extended p -percentage cover of A ) if [120] : ∣∣ ⋃ 

s i ∈ C 
(R i ) 

⋂ 

A j 

∣∣ > p j |A j | , ∀ j = 1 , 2 , . . . , J (12)

The extended p -percentage coverage problem is considered as

finding one or several extended p -percentage covers for ROI A . 

4.1.2. Achieving a certain coverage probability 

In this subsection, we first briefly introduce the typical issue,

namely data fusion, for the P -probability coverage problem. We

then provide some concepts and definitions of achieving the P -

probability coverage. 

A probabilistic model is proposed to depict a sensor detection

capability precisely and emphasize the information ignored by the

classical disk model. Instead of assigning the detection probability

as 0 easily if the target is out of the detection range as the clas-

sical 0/1 disk model does, we assign the detection probability of

each sensor for a target and utilize the probability by combining

the results of multiple sensors collaboratively to get a final deci-

sion. 

Data fusion. As previously mentioned, data fusion is a significant

issue of P -probability coverage. Detection performance can be im-

proved by jointly considering the detections by multiple sensors.

Fig. 8 indicates the regions that are considered as being covered

when using the P -probability coverage model. The points within a

disk are considered covered when only one sensor is used. They

are also considered covered when more than one sensor is used.

In addition, the points in light gray outside the circles are not cov-

ered by a single sensor, but these points are considered as covered

by multiple sensors. These additionally covered target points or re-

gions can be regarded as benefits gained by data fusion of using

multiple sensors. 

For any ROI A , the sensors near A that participates in the data

fusion will detect whether an event occurs at A . Three classes of

data fusion protocols are commonly used: value level fusion, fea-

ture level fusion, and decision level fusion [27] . Value level fu-

sion and feature level fusion may be more precise when perform-

ing data fusion, but they require the member of fusion clusters to

transmit raw data to the fusion center, which is extremely expen-

sive, especially for a typical WSN with limited energy and band-

width. Therefore, transmitting just the decision of each sensor to

the fusion center in the study of the P -probability coverage is
referable, which is the decision level fusion. The WSN definitely

etects the occurrence of an event if at least one sensor node does.

hen, the decision level fusion rule can be expressed as 

(S , t) = 

⋃ 

s i ∈ S 
λ(s i , t) (13)

here λ(S, p ) denotes the decision result of data fusion of the WSN

hat detects the event that occurs at the target point p , and λ( s i ,

 ) denotes the result of individual sensors s i , and S is the fusion

ensor set where s i belongs. 

roblem statement. Based on several aforementioned coverage

odels and the data fusion rule, the coverage of a target point t ,

hus is F p (S), which denotes the probability of an event occurring

t t detected by active sensors in set S, can be described as fol-

ows [11,27,140,151] : 

 t (S) = 1 −
∏ 

s i ∈ S 
(1 − f (d(s i , t))) (14)

here S is the set of active sensors, f () is a detection function

hich takes distance as its input, and d () is an Euclidean distance

unction of sensor s i and target point p . Based on Eq. (14) , we can

btain the precise definition of P -probability cover. 

efinition 6 ( P -probability cover) . Give a real number P where 0

 P < 1, a 2 D region A and set S of N sensors s i , for i = 1 , . . . , N.

ensor s i has detection range R i . A sub-set C ⊂ S is a P -probability

over of A if: 

 t ∈ A, F t (C) ≥ P (15)

The P -probability coverage problem is considered as finding one

r several extended P -probability covers for ROI A . If we consider

he weight of each sensor, we have the following weighted cover-

ge definition. 

efinition 7 (minimum weight P -probability coverage) . Give a real

umber P where 0 < P < 1, a 2 D region A and set S of N sensors,

ach s i ∈ S associates with the weight w i , for i = 1 , . . . , N. Sensor s i
as detection range R i . Find a P -probability cover C of S for region

 with the minimum weights. 

We set the parameter x i as follows: 

 i = 

{
1 , if sensor s i is employed 

0 , otherwise 
(16)

nd set the parameter δij as: 

i j = 

{
1 , if target point j is covered by a sensor s i 
0 , otherwise 

(17)

Then we can expressed this problem as follows: 

inimize 

n ∑ 

i =1 

w i x i (18)

ubject to 

n 
 

i =1 

δi j > 0 , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , m (19)

 t (C) ≥ P (20)

his kind of P -probability problem was proven to be a NP -hard

roblem [178] . Thus, we can hardly find an exact solution in poly-

omial time. Therefore, authors in [5] and [128] propose greedy

lgorithms and heuristic algorithms to approximately solve this

roblem. 
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rror estimation. Probabilistic model, different from the 0/1 disk

odel, is associated with uncertainty during the monitoring pro-

ess. In fact, the detection of sensors always have noises, which

isturb the decision when an event occurs at a target point [44] .

hus, the detection function of a single sensor can be expressed as

he combination of actual signal and noise, as given by 

 i = 

{
n i , for non-detection 

n i + sig i , for detection 

(21) 

here y i is the received signal, n i denotes noise, and sig i denotes

eal signal. Thus, the probability of the false alarm and missed

etection must also be considered in the coverage issue. We can

easure the coverage quality by estimating the errors generated

n the coverage process. Two basic errors, called False Positive

FP) and False Negative (FN), are proposed in the following defi-

itions [5] : 

efinition 8 (False Positive) . False Positive (FP) is the probability

hat there is no event occurring in the ROI, while the sensors de-

ect the presence of one. 

efinition 9 (False Negative) . False Negative (FN) is the probability

hat there is an event occurring in the ROI, while the sensors fail

o detect it. 

efinition 10 ( P -error cover) . Given a real number P where 0 < P

 1, a 2 D region A and set S of N sensors s i , for i = 1 ...N. A sub-set

 ⊂ S P -error cover A (C is a P -error cover of A ) if: 

 t ∈ A , F P (t) + F N(t) ≤ P (22)

The P -error coverage problem is considered as finding one or

everal P -error covers for ROI A . 

Authors in [127] consider the 3 D version of a false alarm under

robabilistic detection models. 

.2. Optimization objectives w.r.t. efficiency 

Besides achieving a certain coverage ratio or coverage probabil-

ty in WSNs, several optimization objectives are proposed to im-

rove the efficiency of WSNs, namely maximizing coverage quality,

aximizing network lifetime, and minimizing the number of sen-

ors, each of which is elaborated separately in the following sub-

ections. 

.2.1. Maximizing coverage quality 

In some situations, we want to guarantee the best coverage

uality. As mentioned above, coverage ratio and coverage proba-

ility are two common performance metrics to estimate the cov-

rage quality. Therefore, maximizing coverage ratio and maximiz-

ng coverage probability are the main objectives of coverage prob-

ems with uncertain properties. Besides, coverage ratio and cover-

ge probability can be combined for more complex coverage objec-

ives. 

aximizing coverage ratio with uncertainty. Authors in [133] give a

obile node navigation in a hybrid sensor network, which consists

f both static and mobile sensors, to improve the dynamic cover-

ge. The key feature of the proposed protocol is that mobile nodes

re directed to move with a probability to maximize the coverage

ime of uncovered area. 

Research like [161] considers an objective which is to determine

he effectiveness of the coverage area, thus is, the desired cover-

ge probability threshold, and to maximize the coverage ratio of

he entire ROI with a heuristically Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algo-

ithm. Similarly, authors in [160,174,177] try to maximize the ratio

f grid points whose detection probability is greater than proba-

ilistic threshold C th to the all grid points. The two heuristic al-

orithms implement the improved Virtual Forces (VF) algorithm,
amely virtual force directed co-evolutionary particle swarm opti-

ization (PSO), and particle swarm frog leaping hybrid optimiza-

ion algorithm. 

Some research considers the weight of importance over the en-

ire region in the cost function for probabilistic coverage. Authors

n [3] try to stabilize the robots under optimal configurations to

inimize cost function with maximum coverage ratio. They em-

loyed a gradient descent method on this problem. 

aximizing coverage probability with uncertainty. Authors in

8] consider the different im portance of each target. And authors

 critical location coverage problem by using a point coverage

odel to maximize the event detection probability while meet-

ng the network lifetime requirement. Then, they propose a sensor

cheduling strategy. 

The optimal coverage problem can be formulated as an opti-

ization problem to maximize the expected event detection fre-

uency by the sensors over the mission space � [68] : 

ax 
s 

∫ 
�

R (t) P (t, s ) dx (23)

here P ( t, s ) is the joint probability that this event is detected

can be expressed by Eq. (14) ), and R ( t ), t ∈ �, is an event den-

ity function which captures the frequency or density that a spe-

ific random event takes place. The metrics are similar to the ones

n [66,179] . 

Authors in [172] evaluate a trade-off between improving target

etection probability and reducing the total power consumption of

SNs by using a potential game theoretic approach. 

Researches in [28,153] involve the intruder detection history

ecorded by the sensor nodes to determine which parts of the bar-

ier is more vulnerable. Then, they relocate the available mobile

ensor nodes to the vulnerable parts of the barrier in a timely

anner. The heuristic algorithm helps to maximize the intrusion

etection probability. 

.2.2. Maximizing network lifetime 

Each sensor in WSNs is battery operated, and hence, energy ef-

ciency is an important issue. In many application scenarios, re-

lacing or recharging the batteries of the sensors is impossible

hen they are deployed in dangerous environments. To extend the

ifetime of networks, the energy consumption of sensors must be

alanced to avoid energy waste [22,25] . For different WSNs, energy

onsumption can be reduced by using the sleep-wakeup schedul-

ng with a proper coverage quality. 

Most of researches use a synchronous activity scheduling mech-

nism, where sensors periodically wake up synchronously, in order

o determine their schedules for the next scheduling interval. For

arget coverage, these researches [9,65] schedule the sensor sleep-

akeup under different models such as camera fan-shape mod-

ls and confident information models. Authors in [12] give a pre-

efined failure probability requirements for each targets. Authors

n [13] adopt the probabilistic coverage model (Communication

eighted Greedy Cover-Probabilistic Model) to extend the net-

ork lifetime with coverage and connectivity constraints. For area

overage, several protocols are proposed to guide sensor schedul-

ng [144,145,155] and sensor movement [164] for probabilistic or 

artial coverage. Especially, research in [113] presents an analyti-

al model to analyze object detection quality, even for high speed

bjects, and the model benefits performance evaluation of schedul-

ng, network deployment, and sensing scheduling protocol design. 

Instead of full coverage, partial or probabilistic coverage is a

ood choice for prolonging network lifetime. Some researchers

nalyze the improvement of lifetime and give relevant proto-

ols [47,144,145,155,164,169] . Authors in [6] propose a Partial Target
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Coverage (PTC) requirement to optimize the defined lifetime with-

out dividing continuous time into discrete slots of different lengths.

More specifically, for targets with different weights, they assign di-

versified coverage requirements. The most important target should

be covered in the entire lifetime while others are covered in dif-

ferent pre-defined periods according to their importance. We can

improve lifetime by moving sensors from a dense area to a sparse

area [165] and balancing the static and mobile sensors [114] . Au-

thors in [180] prolong the network life for active coverage with the

cellular automata. Several researchers consider coverage and con-

nectivity as the combined objective [34,51,82,130,140,151,181,182] . 

4.2.3. Minimizing the number of sensors 

For some coverage problems, expensive sensors with strong

properties must be used to meet some special requirements. In

such cases, reducing the number of sensors may become a primary

goal [58,93,117,121] . Unlike the cases referenced in Section 4.2.2 ,

which aims to maximize the lifetime through minimizing the num-

ber of active nodes in each time slice, the objective in this subsec-

tion is to minimize the total number of sensor nodes. 

In mobile social networks, authors in [4] aim to achieve a cer-

tain coverage for a given ROI over time with low cost in a People-

Centric detection manner. They define an ( α, T )-coverage which

means that each point in the ROI is sensed by at least one mo-

bile node with the probability of at least α during time period

T . The proposed algorithms require a minimal number of mobile

nodes inside the ROI and outside the ROI. A similar work is done

in [101] for minimizing the incentive payments by selecting a near-

minimal set of participants. They use smart phones to update air

condition data through energy-efficient piggyback crowdsensing.

Authors predicts the call and coverage probability of each mobile

user based on historical records. 

Researchers in [22,27] introduce the concept of probabilistic

coverage based on a probabilistic detection model, i.e., every point

in ROI has at least a probability δ or ε to be covered by a min-

imal number of sensors. Authors in [22] select a subset of sen-

sor nodes with minimum weights to meet the coverage require-

ments, which is widely known as minimum weight sensor cov-

erage problem (MWSCP). Particularly, authors in [27] explore the

mathematical relationship between the probabilities of being cov-

ered by two adjacent points and transform minimum weight ε-full

coverage problem into a point coverage problem. The two exam-

ples are special cases for minimizing the number of weighted sen-

sors. 

All examples above focus on area coverage. While, for prob-

abilistic target coverage, some research considers the minimiza-

tion of cost for sensor deployment [11,121] . Moreover, probabilistic

set cover (PSC) problems are discussed in many literatures [15,16] .

Sweep coverage, as a new kind of target coverage for data gath-

ering, is introduced with uncertain properties [58] and it utilizes

mobile nodes as supplementary in a sparse and probably discon-

nected sensor network. The authors analyze the minimal number

of mobile sensors for a certain sweep delay. 

A special geometrical analysis is required for a kind of cov-

erage problems with fan-shape detection range on cameras. Au-

thors in [183] address a plane coverage model, which is a simpli-

fied 3 D scenario for multi-plane full or partial coverage. Research

in [24] develops a novel probabilistic detection model for line-of-

sight-based coverage (e.g., cameras) to tackle the sensor placement

problem in a 3 D scenario. Authors in [94] propose a novel local

face-view barrier coverage, which achieves a statistical barrier cov-

erage in camera sensor networks, leveraging intruder’s trajectory

lengths L along the barrier and head rotation angles δ. These cov-

erage problems with detection probability bound and deployment

pattern can guide practical camera sensor deployments and reduce

the total budgets. Authors in [127] focus on detection issues by us-
ng a probabilistic detection model with five different collaborative

etectors based on spatial correlation and signal detection theory.

hey aim at achieving the seamless 3 D space coverage while the

umber of nodes required for a fixed space is minimized. 

.3. Other objectives 

This subsection introduces several other objectives that are

ommonly discussed in the literature about coverage problems in

SNs, such as special K -coverage, maximizing the weighted sum

f targets, and handling coverage holes. 

.3.1. Special K-coverage 

In some scenarios, ensuring only coverage ratio p = 1 or prob-

bility P = 1 is deficient. K -coverage is thus proposed to main-

ain coverage ratio p = 1 or probability P = 1 , even if K -1 sensors

ailed [50,52,77,184] . 

The K -coverage requirement is actually more sophisticated be-

ause it needs more sensors. Moreover, how to deploy less sensors

o decrease the overlap area and prolong the lifetime is compli-

ated. Also, K can be different for different targets (sub-regions),

ccording to the weights of the targets (sub-regions) as mentioned

y [52] and [69] , which can be considered as a variant of the

artial coverage problem. 

On probabilistic K -coverage problems, authors in [108] and

102] extend the research on the K -coverage problem with a prob-

bilistic detection model and heterogeneous network model. Ac-

ording to the studies, each slice must be covered by at least K

ensors, and the total detection probability must be greater than

 given threshold P th . Researchers in [8] give another definition of

robabilistic K -coverage, which addresses the condition where the

otal detection probability is greater than the predefined K . 

.3.2. Maximizing the weighted sum of targets 

In real scenarios, the importance is different for different tar-

ets. For example, in a battlefield, we may want to pay more at-

ention to a general than to a soldier. We hope that more impor-

ant targets are more likely to be detected and even to be detected

y more sensor nodes. Authors in [15] assign a weight to each tar-

et according to its importance. Then, they maximize the weighted

um of targets. Authors in [141] model intruding action with a

oisson distribution, which brings uncertain properties for the cov-

rage problem. Then every barrier sensor is set with a weight of

ulnerability according to which mobile sensors determine to pro-

ect them, then authors want to maximize the sum of weighted

ulnerability for barrier sensors. 

.3.3. Handling coverage holes 

Coverage holes are small regions in the ROI where a coverage

uality requirement is not achieved. The holes may occur for many

easons, such as when the batteries of some sensor nodes run out,

nd when environmental elements destroy some sensor nodes, etc.

hatever the reason is, the uncertain properties are obviously in-

roduced into the coverage problems. Therefore, researchers want

o find the holes and improve coverage quality by repairing them.

wo kinds of problems have been researched and discussed exten-

ively. One problem is to monitor the network and to find these

oles, such as [91,97,105,122,134,148] . The another is to repair these

oles, such as [154,185–188] . Few researchers consider both of the

roblems together [103] . 

. Solutions: strategies and algorithms 

As mentioned in the previous section, main optimization objec-

ives of coverage problems with uncertain properties can be gener-

lly classified into three categories: (1) maximizing coverage qual-
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ty, (2) maximizing network lifetime, and (3) minimizing the num-

er of sensors. In this section, we provide solutions for the three

bjectives. First, we discuss some main strategies. Afterwards, al-

orithms for coverage problems with uncertain properties are clas-

ified and summarized. 

.1. Basic strategies for different coverage objectives 

In the process of finding solutions to achieve these objectives,

everal basic strategies are employed: deployment, scheduling (se-

ection), and movement (adjustment). Deployment strategy means

o allocate sensors specifically to achieve some certain coverage

uality at the initial network building stage. Besides, we assume

hat sensors have two statements: activated and sleeping. Schedul-

ng strategy means to choose a subset of sensors to be activated

or a time interval and make other sensors sleeping, then itera-

ively activate another subset for the next time interval during the

hole network lifetime. Selection strategy is a special scheduling

ecause it is an one-time choice of the subset of sensors for whole

ife time. Movement strategy means to reallocate sensors for some

easons. The involved sensors are commonly mobile sensors. We

lso can adjust some parameters of sensors such as detection range

or tunable sensors and working direction for directional sensors.

e classify adjustment as a special movement strategy. One im-

ortant thing we need to point out is that these strategies do not

ave essential conflicts. Thus, they may be combined to solve some

roblems. In the following three subsections, we just discuss these

trategies respectively for some typical problems. We pay atten-

ions to their representative applications for main objectives dis-

ussed above and clarify their characteristics of uncertain proper-

ies. 

.1.1. Deployment 

Deployment is a common strategy discussed in many litera-

ures. Researchers usually assume that they can determine the ini-

ial position for each sensor. Then they can construct the whole

etwork efficiently with a small number of sensors. This assump-

ion is too strong in practice. Additionally, the real position of the

eployed sensor may deviate from its designed position, which

rings uncertainty. In this subsection, we discuss some applica-

ions of deployment strategy for three main objectives: maximizing

overage quality, maximizing network lifetime, and minimizing the

umber of sensors. 

aximizing coverage quality. One of the essential responsibilities

or WSNs is to maximize coverage quality. Authors in [66] propose

 typical solution with a limited number of sensors by deployment.

For the objective of gathering as many features in the ROI as

ossible, authors deploy limited sensors considering the fact that

he features do not distribute evenly. They define the Information

ensity and use it to model the Information Distribution which is

hown in Fig. 9 . Subfigure (a) shows the information distribution

n 3 D curved surface. The X -axis denotes the length of the region,

he Y -axis denotes the width of the region, and the Z -axis denotes

he quantity of information. Subfigure (b) is the projection of the

nformation distribution in 2 D space. The information distribution

s illustrated with contour lines. N sensors are deployed to max-

mize the probabilistic coverage on the ROI under a probabilistic

etection model. N -node coverage is obtained based on a probabil-

ty multiplication principle as Equation (14) . Here, we denote F p as

 ( x, y ). 

The double integral of the product expression indicates the

mount of information captured from the entire region, which re-

ects the coverage capability of the N -node network. The expres-

ion is shown below: 

 (x, y ) = 

∫ ∫ 
s 

D(x, y ) · P (x, y ) d xd y (24)
here x and y are the coordinates in the region, D( x, y ) represents

he information distribution at ( x, y ). 

Summarily, the objective is to optimize the F ( x, y ) using sensor

ositions as parameters. The authors propose a heuristic algorithm

o find the feasible positions to deploy sensors. The principal idea

f the algorithm is to conduct an overall quick search in the whole

olution space. 

For bistatic radar (BR) network, authors in [98] study the opti-

al placement with a special kind of sensors, BRs, on a line seg-

ent (the formed barrier) to minimize its vulnerability which is

alculated in a probabilistic form. Authors characterize the optimal

lacement problem by the placement order and placement spacing

ith definite M transmitters and N receivers. 

Through discussing the local balanced structure under arbitrary

lacement orders and placement spacings, a binary search method

s proposed to find an optimal placement. Universal theoretic anal-

ses are given for the correctness of the method. It is the first work

o explore the barrier coverage with BRs networks placement. 

aximizing network lifetime. Commonly, the lifetime of individ-

al sensors depends on the battery duration, while the lifetime of

SNs can be defined as the duration within which the deployed

ensors can steadily provide adequate coverage quality. Some pa-

ers [126,130] show that adjusting the deployment of sensor nodes

an greatly extend the network lifetime by overcoming the unbal-

nce of sensor distribution or inaccuracy of sensor position. Few

ork is published on this objective. 

The coverage quality and lifetime are two conflict factors due to

he constraints of battery power. Authors in [49] extensively dis-

uss the relationship between the two factors and gave an analy-

is framework. By sacrificing coverage quality, such as using partial

overage, the lifetime will extend in the framework. Through the-

retical analysis, the 2 D Gaussian distribution of sensors is well-

uited and the parameters σ x and σ y can be adjusted to deploy

 certain number of sensors. Two deployment strategies are de-

igned corresponding to σx = σy (circular) and σ x  = σ y (ellip-

ic) respectively. The basic idea is to partition the target area into

quares and rectangles with the centers as the original points of

aussian distribution. The proper length for the squares and rect-

ngles are induced by their given analysis. 

If the target field is accessible, then a deterministic sensor de-

loyment strategy should be more effective. Authors in [130] pro-

ose a differential coverage problem, which means there is a differ-

nce of importance of different targets in ROI, under a probabilistic

etection model. They gave a genetic algorithm to solve this prob-

em with fewer deployed sensors. Therefore, they can balance the

overage quality and lifetime by localizing the genetic algorithm at

ore important subareas. Connectivity is also required in this pa-

er. 

Authors in [126] propose an optimal deployment pattern for a

ircle perimeter barrier coverage under a bistatic radar detection

odel. They focus on the structure property of a minimum cost

eployment sequence. From a dynamic viewpoint for deployment

trategy, they give two heuristically bigraphic algorithms to solve

he movement optimization problems, respectively minimizing the

otal movement distance and minimizing maximal distance among

ingle movements. 

inimizing number of sensors. Another important problem is to

inimize the number of sensors [94,100,117,121] . The authors

n [98] also consider a barrier coverage in bistatic radar networks

like [100] by deploying radar sensors. However, the latter one

onsiders the cost difference between transmitter sensors and re-

eiver sensors. The placement problem is to construct a belt bar-

ier, which has the breadth no smaller than a predefined threshold,

ith minimum total placement cost. 
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Fig. 9. Information distribution model [66] . 

Fig. 10. Concept of local face-view camera barrier coverage [94] . 
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Fig. 11. Sensor network and its corresponding fault tolerant weighted barrier graph 

when only stationary nodes have location errors. (a) Deployed sensor network. (b) 

Fault tolerant weighted barrier graph [93] . 

Fig. 12. Examples of the coverage of Field of Interest (FoI) with sensors deployed 

outside the edges. (a)–(c) Sensors monitoring canal water surface, railway track, and 

road surface, respectively [116] . 
In [94] , authors propose a novel concept for achieving statisti-

cal barrier coverage in camera sensor networks, named Local Face-

iew Barrier Coverage (LFVBC). They denote the intruders’ trajec-

tory lengths along the barrier as l and head rotation angles as δ.

Then they derive a rigorous probability bound for intruder detec-

tion based on a feasible deployment pattern. Fig. 10 shows an ex-

ample of the LFVBC. 

Besides, researchers in [117] study the partial coverage prob-

lem and the corresponding sensor saving rate in 3 D lattice WSNs.

Two popular 3 D deployment patterns including cube and triangu-

lar prism are considered. The sensor saving rate in partial cover-

age with respect to full coverage is derived through mathematical

models and theoretical analysis. 

Other objectives. There are also some problems with other special

objectives. For target probabilistic K -coverage, authors in [189] dis-

cuss an optimal deployment with the required sensing range to be

optimal as well. They use an artificial bee colony algorithm to solve

the deployment problem. 

For barrier coverage, research in [93] discusses a barrier cov-

erage when sensor nodes have location errors and mobile sensor

nodes are involved to improve barrier coverage quality. Authors

propose a fault tolerant weighted barrier graph which is shown in

Fig. 11 . They prove that the minimum number of mobile sensor

nodes to form barrier coverage is the length of the shortest path

on the graph. 

In vehicular network applications, authors in [116] assume that

the sensors are stochastically deployed outside the region. For such

WSNs, they derive probabilistic expressions for K -coverage and

connectivity using the exact geometrical information. They demon-

strate an on-campus traffic monitoring system to count the num-

ber of vehicles, detect the direction of vehicles, and identify the ve-

hicle (two-wheeler or four-wheeler) using sensors along both sides

of the road, which is shown in Fig. 12 . 
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Fig. 13. A surveillance example, where three sensors monitor four critical loca- 

tions [8] . 
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Fig. 14. The active area in the synchronized schedule when R is large [169] . 
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.1.2. Scheduling or selection 

We employ the deployment strategy if we can determine the

nitial positions of sensors. However, it may be impossible in some

ituations, such as in a battlefield. Instead, network builders can

nly scatter a large number of sensors randomly to satisfy differ-

nt coverage quality requirements. This leads to redundant sensors.

o utilize these redundant sensors effectively, an intuitive idea is

o schedule sensors to work alternatively. Scheduling strategy is

ommonly used to maximize the network lifetime and it is easy

o be implemented by distributed algorithms. Selection is a special

ase of scheduling strategy because selection strategy has only one

hance (or one time slot) to determine which sensors to be used.

dditionally, sometimes we do not need a real-time coverage, in-

tead, we only require that each target should be detected within

n uncertain period. It is another type of uncertainty because we

annot know the starting point or duration of the coverage period.

n this subsection, we discuss some examples of scheduling or se-

ection strategy on optimization objectives as above. 

aximizing coverage quality. Scheduling strategy is considered to

e used for some specially defined coverage quality. The problem

axEct below is discussed in [8] where the authors propose a typ-

cal scheduling method. It divides many time slots and activates

ensors for each slot. 

efinition 11 (MaxEct Problem) . Given a unit-disk graph G ( N, E,

 ) with n sensors, a set of critical locations P whose importance

actors are known, the battery life of each sensor B i , i = 1 , . . . , n,

nd a designated lifetime L , where B i < L , MaxEct is to calculate

n “on” schedule per cycle for each sensor such that the overall

ffective coverage time is maximized. 

Fig. 13 uses a simplified example to illustrate how to calcu-

ate the total effective coverage time given the network and sensor

chedule. 

In Fig. 13 (a), three sensors are required to monitor four targets,

.e., a curve, a crossing, and two trees, for 10 hours. The impor-

ance factor of the tree, curve, and crossing is assumed to be 1,

, and 4, respectively. Since each sensor battery can only last for

 hours, the existing sensors are not able to provide full cover-

ge while meeting the network lifetime requirement. The authors

rade the coverage for lifetime by dividing the mission duration of

0 h into ten cycles, and in each cycle, each sensor is active for,

t most, 6/10 = 0.6 h. Then the scheduling issue becomes how to

lace the “on” period (no greater than 0.6 hours) in each cycle so

hat the total effective coverage of the critical locations are maxi-

ized. Fig. 13 (b) shows two possible solutions. In Schedule I, two

rees are monitored for 0.6 h; the curve and the crossing are mon-

tored for the full cycle of 1 h. Thus, the total effective coverage

f Schedule I is 1 ∗0.6+1 ∗0.6+4 ∗1+2 ∗1 = 7.2. Similarly, the total ef-

ective coverage of Schedule II is 1 ∗0.6+1 ∗0.6+4 ∗0.6+2 ∗1 = 5.6. To

implify the presentation of solution, authors divide the algorithm

nto rounds. During each round, a subset of sensors, called local
ptimal sensors, are elected and their schedules are determined.

lthough the algorithm is only based on the computation of local

ptimal solution, it is a constant factor approximation to the global

ptimal solution. Their algorithm is equivalent to finding a maxi-

al independent set in a distributed manner by labeling the local

ptimal sensors in each round. 

aximizing network lifetime. Currently sensor nodes are commonly

attery powered. The available energy of each sensor for sensing

nd communication is limited because of the size and cost con-

traints, which greatly affect the lifetime of WSNs [9,14,15] . The

ifetime of WSNs is often defined as the period from the network

etup time to the time that the deployed network cannot provide

dequate coverage [18,132,155] . Two sensor states exist, named ac-

ive state and sleep state. The two states alternate during network

peration. Sensors in active state perform monitoring tasks and

ommunicate with central nodes, whereas sensors in sleep state

eplete negligible energy in comparison with the active state. 

In a randomly deployed sensor network, the scattered sensor

odes may be more than the necessary. If the region covered by

ne sensor can also be covered by other sensors, such sensors can

e viewed as redundant and can be temporarily swaped into the

leep state. Sleep-wakeup scheduling sets the activation and deac-

ivation of the sensors so that the WSNs always have a maximum

vailable energy and lifetime [18,65,140,151,155,169] . 

Authors in [65] , based on a new confident information cover-

ge model, design a novel sensor scheduling algorithm to prolong

he network lifetime. This algorithm organizes the sensors into a

aximal number of set covers. Each cover is capable of providing

he required coverage quality. The coverage will be achieved alter-

atively by the sensors in one set cover in active state, while all

ensors in other set covers are in sleep state. The reconstruction

andom field is divided into evenly distributed grid cells, and the

uthors assume that each reconstruction point locates at the cen-

er of each grid cell. 

For a partial coverage requirement, authors in [169] develop

n analytical framework for object detection in sensor networks,

nd mathematically analyze average-case object detection quality

y random and synchronized sensing scheduling protocols. The

ynchronized sensing schedule has a benefit that the object non-

etected traveling distance, i.e., the distance by which an object

ravels before detection, is bounded. As shown in Fig. 14 , the active

rea AA is the set of periodically repeated areas, except the last

ne when t a (It is the time point t a ) is not a multiple of P (Here,

 is one sensing period). Each repeated area is either a rectangle

lus two overlapped half circles for a large R , or a rectangle plus

wo disjoint half circles for a small R . Denote X 0 = (1 − f ) v P ( f is

he percentage of sensors in active state, v is the speed of moving

arget) as shown in Fig. 14 , where it is assumed that t a > P . 

A refined scheduling strategy for a partial target coverage is

roposed in [132] where the active sensors are classified into dif-

erent roles: source and relay. Source nodes sense and transfer data

hile relay nodes only transfer data towards the unique sink node.

ensors with different roles consume different level of energy. The

uthors give a hybrid column generation, which is used to identify

he optimal operation schedules. Moreover, a constraint program-

ing strategy is provided to identify profitable network configura-
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Fig. 15. A simplification of the node activation process in PCP. Activated nodes try 

to form a triangular lattice over the area [88] . 
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tions leading to extend network lifetime, which is an optimal so-

lution. Besides, an evolutionary algorithm is proposed to boost up

the solution process and accelerate convergence. 

Minimizing number of sensors. Designing and testing different cov-

erage protocols for each sensing model is a costly task. To address

this challenging task, authors in [88] propose a new probabilis-

tic coverage protocol (denoted by PCP) that could employ differ-

ent sensing models. They show that PCP works under 0/1 disk

detection model or probabilistic detection models, with minimal

changes. In Fig. 15 , an optimization procedure is given. Optimality

here means the minimum number of disks required. The idea of

PCP is to activate a subset of deployed sensors to construct an ap-

proximate triangular lattice on the area to be covered. PCP starts by

activating any sensor in the area, which is referred to as an acti-

vator. This sensor activates six other sensors located at vertices of

the hexagon centered at its position. Each activated sensor, in turn,

activates other sensors at vertices of its own hexagon. 

Authors in [27] explore the mathematic relationship on sensing

probability between two adjacent points and transform area ε-full

coverage problem into point coverage problem. They then design

an ε-full coverage optimization (FCO) to select a subset of sensors

to provide ε-full coverage dynamically so that the lifetime of net-

work is prolonged. 

As a mobile social application, research in [4] has a goal to

achieve ( α, T )-coverage of a given Area of Interest (AoI) by a min-

imal set of mobile nodes. In this paper, the authors propose two

algorithms: inter-location algorithm that selects a minimal number

of mobile nodes from nodes inside the AoI considering the distance

among them; and inter-meeting-time algorithm that selects nodes

regarding to the expected meeting time among the nodes. To cope

with the case that there is an insufficient number of sensors in-

side the AoI, they propose an extended algorithm which considers

nodes outside the AoI. To further improve the accuracy, an updat-

ing mechanism which adapts the number of selected nodes based

on their latest locations during the time period T is proposed. A

similar work [190] is to select the minimal number of Roadside

Access Points (RAPs) to disseminate information to mobile vehi-

cles in the vehicle ad-hoc networks. They formulate the problem

as a combining probabilistic set cover problem and feed it with the

historic data. Finally, authors give a greedy algorithm to solve the

special set cover problem and analyze its time complexity and ap-

proximation ratio. The two works represent a trend, named crowd-

sensing, which utilizes mobile smart devices to gather information

in a certain area. 
ther objectives. Research in [23] investigates the K -coverage prob-

em under the probabilistic detection model, in which the detec-

ion probability by a sensor decays with the distance. Authors gen-

ralize the coverage problem and propose an algorithm to calculate

he minimum degree of area coverage. 

Similar to probabilistic K -coverage, authors in [112] propose

 probabilistic-based dynamic non-deterministic α- K -coverage,

hich can guarantee that target moving area is covered by at least

 sensors under at least α probability. They assume that target

tate (position and speed) estimation uncertainty of a moving tar-

et can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. Then, the un-

ertainty at the next time can be illustrated by an uncertainty el-

ipsoid in the state space. Thus, authors propose an energy-efficient

ensor scheduling scheme, Optimal Cooperation Scheduling Algo-

ithm (OCSA). 

In paper [78] , authors address a probabilistic K -coverage prob-

em on target set of interest with directional sensors with a prob-

bilistic fan-shaped sensing model. Their objective is to set the

ubset of sensors so that each target probabilistic coverage sum is

arger than K , and to maximize the lifetime of the network. Be-

ause the problem is NP-hard, two approximate algorithms, cen-

ralized Integral Linear Programming Algorithm (ILPA) and dis-

ributed Coverage Benefit Detection Algorithm (CBDA), are pro-

osed. By modeling the problem as an ILP problem, ILPA loosens

he integer constraint and converts the optimal LP solution to a

easible ILP solution with a proven approximation ratio guarantee.

s a distributed algorithm, CBDA utilizes a back-off timer to decide

ctive sensors and their direction with a large coverage benefit. It

s proven that the solutions acquired by ILPA and CBDA are feasi-

le. 

The method addressed by [56] is to analyze the detection prob-

bility of a mobile target in the sensor network and define prob-

bilistic trap coverage, which restricts the farthest displacement

f a mobile target with a detection probability no less than the

hreshold. They develop the theory of circle graph, which can be

enerally applied in the area of intrusion detection, such as trap

overage and barrier coverage. They construct a circular graph to

haracterize the feature of probabilistic trap detection. In the cir-

ular graph, nodes represent sensors, and there is an edge between

wo sensors if they are neighbors in the sensor Voronoi graph. The

apacity of the edge is the minimum detection gain of two cor-

esponding sensors. The authors further study the practical issue

ow to schedule sensors to maximize the lifetime of a network

hile guaranteeing probabilistic trap coverage. 

.1.3. Movement or adjustment 

To satisfy the requirements of modern applications, many new

ensors are equipped with mobility components. Naturally, the

ovement strategy is exploited by these mobile sensors. Compared

ith the deployment strategy, there is a major difference since we

an adjust the positions of sensors many times. Thus, in terms of

ime slots, movement is similar to the scheduling strategy, which

xploits the movement strategy in each time slot. This strategy is

articularly suitable for maximizing the coverage quality and some

pecial objectives like fixing the coverage holes. Additionally, in rel-

vant problems, the movement, instead of communicating or other

ctions, becomes the most energy-consuming action. Therefore, to

ave energy, minimizing movement distance became an important

bjective. Besides, the adjustment of sensor parameter setting, like

orking angle, detection range, etc., can be viewed as a special

ovement. In this subsection, we discuss movement or adjustment

trategies for these main optimization objectives. 

aximize coverage quality. For area coverage, authors unify and ex-

end several different existing strategies for multi-robot coverage
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Fig. 16. The mixing function is illustrated in this figure. It determines how infor- 

mation from multiple robot sensors are combined, shown graphically as the inter- 

section of the two circles in the figure [3] . 
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Fig. 17. Mobile sensors strengthen barrier [153] . 
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ontrol [3] , including ones based on Voronoi partitions, probabilis-

ic models, and artificial potential fields. The hybrid network is

uilt with static and mobile sensors. Static ones are responsible for

uilding Voronoi partitions while mobile ones are responsible for

aximizing the probabilistic coverage objective in ROI by move-

ent strategy. Fig. 16 shows the network scenario. The main idea

s that robots should push away from one another to spread out

ver the ROI according to a mixing function requirement for cov-

rage quality, meanwhile, they should not move too far from one

nother in order to avoid being disconnected. 

Similar work is introduced in [191] where a Voronoi partition

s used to guide mobile sensors to locate at the proper positions

nd adjust their sensing range for maximizing the coverage qual-

ty. Then, for trade-off between the coverage quality and the en-

rgy consumption, a scheduling strategy is used to minimize the

nergy consumption with partial or probabilistic coverage quality.

he research discusses a novel multi-objective problem solved by

 two-phase immune algorithm. 

For barrier coverage, mobile sensors are driven to the positions

ear vulnerable static sensors frequently attacked for maximizing

ntrusion detection. Researchers assume that there is an intrusion

robability based on the history. In [153] , mobile sensors aid the

tatic sensors for better coverage quality based on intrusion his-

ory. Fig. 17 illustrates how mobile nodes are assigned. Step 1:

here is a line between a mobile node m i to a static sensor node

f their Euclidean distance is no greater than a limitation, say D .

tep 2: two nodes u and v are added, and a bipartite graph is con-

tructed. Then, a max-flow algorithm is applied to find the max-

mum flow from u to v . Step 3: the mobile nodes are relocated

nto the static sensor nodes. This happens only if the max-flow

alue is equal to the number of mobile nodes. Otherwise, Steps 1

nd 2 are repeated after D is adjusted properly. For calculating the

alue D , the authors propose a binary search algorithm and prove

hat the optimal solution of movement strategy can be found. Sim-

larly, a coordinated sensor patrolling (CSP) algorithm is proposed

n [62] , which guides mobile sensors to form dynamic barrier for

aximizing the intrusion detection in time slot. The heuristics is

ased on the past intruder arrival information. The total moving

istance of the sensors during each time slot in CSP is minimum.

he demonstration is in Fig. 17 (c). Similarly, intruder arrival time

s modeled as random Poisson distribution, which is similar to the

rrival model in [153] . It is an important uncertain property for

his kind of barrier coverage. 

For 3 D case, a novel node sinking algorithm is given in [158] .

ensors are randomly scattered on the surface of water, and then

ach of them should be deployed under water by sinking vertically

ith a certain height to make a volumetrical coverage. Authors find
n optimization solution with three stages, namely pattern node

election, network connectivity restoration, and coverage hole re-

air, by which these sensors are deployed for maximizing the cov-

red volume ratio and keeping the connectivity. 

For adjustment strategy, a distributed multi-round view cov-

rage enhancing (VCE) algorithm is proposed in [138] by self-

rientation of the camera sensors. In this algorithm, sensors are

ontinuously rotated to reduce the overlapping view-coverage with

heir neighbors until reaching the stable state. The novelty is mea-

uring the coverage quality with a finer granularity for face recog-

ition. That means the view-coverage can be viewed as a special

artial coverage. Thus, it replaces full-view coverage by adding a

iew-coverage ratio for each point of ROI. 

Recently some researchers study how to adjust mixed param-

ters such as position and direction. In [123] , authors address an

rea coverage problem with rotatable directional sensors. They aim

o maximize the covered field ratio by selecting a suitable work-

ng direction for sensors in a distributed way. The Voronoi graph

s applied to help decide a rotation angle of each sensor. Addi-

ionally, authors in [104] formulate a mixed objective function on

he position and direction of sensors. The directional sensor in

his research means each sensor has an attenuated elliptical detec-

ion model. They aim to maximize the objective function by ad-

usting the position and direction of sensors. They propose two

lgorithms: Concurrent Rotation and Motion Control (CRMC), and

taged Rotation and Motion Control (SRMC). The first one is a lo-

alized iterative algorithm derived from optimality conditions, so it

ims at reaching a local maximum solution. The second algorithm

nifies the orientations of the sensor nodes and then conducts the

otions of the nodes, which decouples rotation and motion con-

rols to reduce the computation complexity with a slight sacrifice

n optimality. 
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Fig. 18. Illustration for random walk for mobile sensors [114] . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 19. The state transition diagram of each sensor s i in the competition based 

dispatch scheme [52] . 
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Maximizing network lifetime. Not much research explicitly takes on

movement strategy for maximizing network lifetime. Instead, min-

imizing the movement distance, distance of individual sensor, or

total distance of all sensors, becomes another objective for en-

ergy saving reasons because energy consumption on movement is

huge in comparison with detection, communication, or other ac-

tions of sensors. As an example to maximizing network lifetime

by movement strategy, authors in [114] discuss how to achieve a

coverage with acceptable network lifetime with a hybrid sensor

network. There are two main study issues. First, determining nec-

essary coverage contributions from static sensors or mobile sen-

sors. Second, scheduling the sensors to achieve the desired cover-

age contributions. A random walk model is presented for the mo-

bile sensors. Fig. 18 shows the grid based solution. In Fig. 18 (a), the

stars represent mobile sensors and the circles represent static sen-

sors. Fig. 18 (b) shows the probabilities of mobile sensors for mov-

ing to or staying in a grid, determined according to the network

configuration. Fig. 18 (c) is a Markov chain for the random walk

model, which is the uncertain properties for movement strategy.

Additionally, the collaboration scheme just provides partial cover-

age quality. 

For adjustment strategy, in [172] , the authors apply a potential

game theory to a power-aware mobile sensor area coverage prob-

lem combining the sensor movement strategy and detection volt-

age adjustment. The objective is to design an objective function to

evaluate a trade-off between improving the detection probability

and reducing the total energy consumption. A barycentric coordi-

nator is given to represent the strategy space for sensor positions

and detection voltage. In a ROI where each point has an impor-

tance, a distributed algorithm is running at each mobile sensor to

find the local optimal position and voltage to update the barycen-

tric coordinate based on equilibria of replicator dynamic. 

Minimizing number of sensors. As a special target coverage prob-

lem, a sweep coverage is proposed by [58] . The authors logically

categorize a wireless network into a stationary sensor network and

a dynamic mobile network. When an event happens, the static

node, which senses the event, becomes a point of interest (POI).

Mobile nodes in the mobile network should move to the POI and

collect information of the event with a high probability. A POI is

swept if its data is retrieved by a mobile node. Each mobile node

distributively guides the movement toward POIs by using local in-

formation only. Thus the basic idea is to build a virtual 3 D map

in the stationary sensor network, with POIs locating at the peaks,

which is similar to the illustration in Fig. 9 . Mobile sensors climb

to these peaks with the help of local information, which is called

the potential of the sensors. The objective is to minimize the num-
er of mobile nodes under a certain setting of delay bound and

nformation access probability to collect necessary information. 

ther objectives. For area coverage, research in [52] considers min-

mizing both the number of sensors and their total movements.

he authors solve the K -coverage sensor deployment problem to

chieve K -coverage of the ROI �. They consider two sub-problems:

 K -coverage placement problem, and a distributed dispatch prob-

em. The placement problem asks how to determine a minimum

umber of required sensors and their locations in � to guarantee

hat � is K -covered and the network is connected. Particularly, the

ispatch problem asks how to schedule mobile sensors to move to

he designated locations so that the energy consumption is min-

mized. For the dispatch problem, they propose a pattern-based

cheme and a competition-based scheme. While the pattern-based

cheme allows sensors to derive the target locations on their own,

he competition-based scheme allows mobile sensors to bid for

heir closest locations. The distributed competition based scheme

s shown in Fig. 19 . A probabilistic detection model is exploited

nd the arbitrary relation between communication distance and

ensing distance of sensors brings uncertain properties into the K -

overage problem. Similarly, authors in [102] consider a K -coverage

roblem in mission oriented mobile WSNs, which is divided into

wo subproblems: namely sensor placement, and sensor selection.

or the sensor placement problem, the sink of the network iden-

ifies locations in a ROI so that the region can be K -covered with

he least sensors. First, the sink should decompose the ROI into

euleaux triangle based on Helly’s Theorem below (The geometric

nalysis of the Reuleaux triangle is shown in Fig. 20 ). For the sen-

or selection problem, they determine which sensors should move

o the above-computed locations while minimizing the total en-

rgy consumption on sensor moving and communicating. Then, au-

hors propose centralized and distributed approaches to solve the

 -coverage problem in mission-oriented mobile WSNs. The uncer-
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Fig. 20. (a) Intersection of three disks of radius r and (b) Reuleaux triangle of width 

r [102] . 
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ainty is brought into by the probabilistic detection model and the

andomly decomposition of ROI. 

heorem 2. (Helly’s Theorem) Let K > 3, the intersection of K sensing

isks is not empty if and only if the intersection of any three of those

 sensing disks is not empty. 

Another source of uncertain properties is from measurement er-

or. The inaccuracy of sensor position causes coverage holes. Au-

hors in [192] discuss the influence of measurement error on the

oronoi-based mobile sensor deployment for area coverage. A dis-

ributed robust Max-Area strategy, which uses information on er-

or bounds, is proposed in order to obtain two polygons for each

ensor, and it is shown that the exact Voronoi polygon by accu-

ate measurement lies between them. A local spatial probability

unction is then derived for each sensor, which convertes the avail-

ble information about the error bound into the likelihood of the

oints. 

.1.4. Communication related topics 

In this subsection, we discuss more about communication re-

ated topics. For deployment strategy, authors in [102] apply the

elly’s Theorem to determine the sensing range r s for stochastic

rea K -coverage, then they investigate the relationship between

 s and the communication range r t , that is r t ≥ √ 

r s . For selection

trategy, authors in [162] use a two-approximation algorithm to

nd a Steiner tree T s that spans the sink and all active sensors to

rovide connectivity. The Steiner points in T s will be activated as

elay sensors. 

Many coverage problems with movement strategy is solved in

 distributed way, which needs to consider the communication as

ell. Many researchers take sensors as multi-hop relay for com-

unications with other sensors or the base station. In [149] , au-

hors address sensor deployment in underwater acoustic sensor

etworks to maximize coverage and guarantee connectivity. They

ssume that sensors can move vertically. Sensors are organized as

 tree structure rooted at the surface station. Sensors deployed

eeper transmit the sensed data by their parent sensors as relays.

esearchers in [179] propose a distributed communication-aware

overage control by which the sensed information is routed to a

xed set of access points via a multi-hop network with probabilis-

ic links. The scheme simultaneously optimizes coverage and rout-

ng of information. Specifically, optimization of the communication

ariables is performed periodically in the dual domain. 

Opportunistic Sensor Network (OSN) is a novel network struc-

ure composed of mobile sensors. Its basic idea is that nodes (hu-

ans) equipped with sensors traverse the ROI, taking samples

long their trajectory in periods. The nodes exchange their data to

ach other when they meet with a certain distance. The dynamic

etwork with mobile sensors can populate the sensed data in an

pportunistic way which provides monitoring on the ROI by perva-

ive communications. Therefore, the communications are necessary
n OSNs and the cost of communications are so high that some

esearch focuses on how to control the scale of communications.

or example, authors in [152] propose the concept of opportunistic

overage, which has some unique characteristics based on the re-

uirements of urban sensing applications and human mobility fea-

ures such as spatiotemporal correlation, hotspot effects, and ran-

omness. Additionally, authors in [80] study how the mobility in

ombination with the periodic sampling of nodes causes large dif-

erences in the sensor coverage. Their main insight is that areas,

here over-sampling is prevalent, exhibit a high correlation with

ode contacts. 

.2. Algorithm design 

In this section, the algorithms to solve coverage problems with

ncertain properties are introduced. We provide an overview of

ach kind of algorithms. Also, some relevant papers are included

or further explanation. 

.2.1. Traditional vs. heuristic algorithms 

Traditional algorithms, such as greedy algorithm, dynamic pro-

ramming, and backtracking, are popular solutions for the cover-

ge problem. These classical algorithms are initial schemes and

asy to analyze theoretically. We summarize researches on cover-

ge problems with uncertain properties from three typical objec-

ives: maximizing probability or ratio (in Table 5 ), maximizing net-

ork lifetime (in Table 6 ), and minimizing the number of sensors

in Table 7 ). In those tables, several typical solutions are used, such

s greedy, programming, and optimization. 

The greedy method is one of the most commonly used

ethod in algorithm design. In our survey, traditional algo-

ithms, particularly the greedy method, are the dominanting

nes. For example, researches in [32,4 8,6 8,133,167,173,174] use

reedy algorithm for maximizing coverage quality. Similarly,

or maximizing network lifetime, there are greedy algorithms

n [9,10,12,13,17,47,49,65,77,114,128,140,142,144,145,151,164,168,169,

81,182,193] . And for minimizing the number of sensors, there are

reedy algorithms in [112,121,183] . 

In our survey, we consider that programming consists of dy-

amic programming and (integer) linear programming. Authors

n [151] use linear programming to maximize network lifetime

hile authors in [6] use dynamic programming. Authors in [15] use

nteger linear programming to minimize the number of sensors for

 target coverage problem. 

An optimization method is an algebraic or geographic deduc-

ion applied in algorithms [46,102,184] . An optimization method

lso contains Dijkstra algorithm [93,118] , maximum flow algo-

ithm [153] in a graph, and maximum matching algorithm in a bi-

artite graph [126] . Game theory based algorithm, such as [172] , is

lassified into an optimization method. 

Heuristic algorithms, such as swarm intelligence algorithms, ge-

etic algorithms, neural network algorithms and clustering algo-

ithms [29] , always search a local optimal solution. Heuristic algo-

ithms, especially swarm intelligence algorithms, attract more at-

entions due to their common nature with wireless sensor net-

orks. Usually, they attract great attentions because of their sim-

larity to WSNs. Authors adopt different swarm intelligence algo-

ithms to solve probabilistic coverage problems. Swarm intelligence

lgorithm can also be called as particle swarm optimization. Given

easure of coverage quality, a swarm intelligence algorithm can

ptimize the probabilistic coverage problem by iteratively improv-

ng a candidate solution. Authors in [7,125,130,194–196] apply ge-

etic algorithms for probabilistic coverage problems. Genetic al-

orithm is an optimization method that mimics the process of

atural selection. Generally, genetic algorithms use techniques in-

pired by natural evolution, including mutation and crossover, so
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Table 5 

Algorithm design for maximizing coverage quality. 

Maximize Algorithm Type Sensor Model Deployment Type of Coverage Strategy 

Probability or Ratio Tra Heu Cen Dis App Ran 0/1 Att Tru Grid Rand Pseu Targ Area Barr Dep Sch Mov 

TAC [192] � � � � � � 

GLOBECOM [133] � � � � � � 

WN [153] � � � � � 

CDCECC [68] � � � � � � 

WPC [32] � � � � � � 

TII [48] � � � � � � 

CIAC [174] � � � � � 

JNCA [123] � � � � � � (T) 

WPMC [184] � � � � � � 

Automatica [179] � � � � � � 

IJRR [3] � � � � � � 

ComNet [103] � � � � � � 

WCMC [149] � � � � � � 

IF [191] � � � � � � � 

AHN [158] � � � � � � 

TON [98] � � � (T-R) � � � 

PMC [138] � � � � � � (T) 

JNCA [124] � � � � � � 

IDEAL [175] � � � � � � 

JICS [177] � � � � � � 

WSS [66] � � � � � � 

Sensor [161] � � � � � � 

Sensor [160] � � � � � � 

INFOCOM [62] � � � � � � � � 

INFOCOM [8] � � � � � � 

TFECCS [172] � � � � � � 

Abbreviations in this table: Tra - Traditional algorithm. Heu - Heuristical algorithm. Cen - Centrialized algorithm. Dis - Distributed algorithm. App - Approximation 

algorithm. Ran - Randomized algorithm. 0/1 - 0/1 model. Att - Attenuated model. Tru - Truncated model. Grid - Grid deployment. Rand - Random deployment. Pseudo 

- Pseudo-random deployment. Targ - Target coverage. Area - Area coverage. Barr - Barrier coverage. Dep - Deployment. Sch - Scheduling. Mov - Movement. T - Tuning. 

T-R - Transmitter-Receiver. 
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it is more complicated to implement. Some researches, such as

[66,135,136,197] , exploit clustering algorithms. To guarantee the

performance of WSNs, clustering algorithms usually cluster the

sensors according to some heuristic rules. Then the sensors in the

same cluster work in the same wake-up cycle. In our survey, we

do not include any papers applying neural network algorithm to

probabilistic coverage problem. However, we think neural network

algorithms and other heuristic algorithms can be applied for some

appropriate scenarios. 

Applications of heuristical algorithms cover three main objec-

tives, including maximizing coverage quality in Table 5 , maximiz-

ing network lifetime in Table 6 , and minimizing the number of

sensors in Table 7 . Particularly, nearly all of them introduce un-

certain properties by exploiting attenuated and truncated detection

model and they are only required to achieve a partial or probabilis-

tic coverage. 

The solution that we obtain through a heuristic algorithm is

usually not the best one, and the computational complexity of

heuristic algorithms is higher than traditional ones. Moreover, we

can hardly prove the effectiveness of these solutions theoretically.

Nevertheless, heuristic algorithms are still useful in solving cover-

age problems because many coverage problems are NP-hard and a

precise solution is difficult to acquire. 

5.2.2. Centralized vs. distributed algorithm 

Algorithms for coverage problems can also be categorized into

centralized and distributed algorithms. A centralized algorithm is

an algorithm that is executed based on global information. In a

centralized algorithm, at least one node, usually called a sink node,

should gather global information and send commands to others.

The entire network primarily depends on the sink node. Therefore,

the sink node should be the dominant node in the network. Com-

pared with the distributed algorithms, the communication cost is

much higher for the sink node which runs centralized algorithms.
owever, based on global information, centralized algorithms usu-

lly obtain a more accurate result. In addition, centralized algo-

ithms are easier to design and analyze. 

Some papers transform the original problems into some ba-

ic problems. Authors in [6,184] use a classical linear program-

ing method to solve the problems while some researchers in

161,189] transform it into a problem solved by an artificial bee

olony method. Set cover problem is also another feasible form for

his problem [65] . All of these problems are solved on the as-

umption that the sink node has global information. In some pa-

ers [93,118,141,153] , graphic algorithms are applied to solve the

roblems. Authors in [93,118] depict the problems into shortest

ath problems and use a Dijkstra algorithm to solve them. Au-

hors in [141,153] exploit a maximum flow algorithm of the graph

o solve the problem. 

On the other hand, some papers use divide-and-conquer meth-

ds to solve the problems [17,23,32,66,142,175,198] . The general

dea of those papers is similar as following steps. 

1) Divide the ROI into many sub regions based on geometric infor-

mation. 

2) In each sub region, find a solution consisting of a special node

as a cluster head, which gathers all the information within this

region, and other common sensors. 

3) Merge all the solutions and make modifications or optimiza-

tions. 

By contrast, each node makes decisions based on its local in-

ormation in distributed algorithms. The node collects only a part

f the information so the communication costs can be reduced for

he sink node. However, the entire network communication cost is

ncreased because of numerous behaviors of the individual nodes.

 network designer should design complicated protocols to control

he behaviors of individual nodes. Using distributed algorithms is

ecessary because collecting the global information is difficult or
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Table 6 

Algorithm design for maximizing network lifetime. 

Maximize Algorithm Type Sensor Model Deployment Type of Coverage Strategy 

Lifetime Tra Heu Cen Dis App Ran 0/1 Att Tru Grid Rand Pseu Targ Area Barr Dep Sch Mov 

ComCom [17] � � � � � � 

IWQoS [114] � � � � � � 

MSN [164] � � � � � � 

WN [151] � � � � � � 

EJWCN [181] � � � � � 

WiOPT [9] � � � � � � 

PDPA [47] � � � � � � 

WCNC [128] � � � � � � � 

WASA [140] � � � � � � � 

TMC [49] � � � � � � 

MOBICOM [77] � � � � � � 

ISCIT [182] � � � � � � 

WiCom [144] � � � � � � 

WD [10] � � � � � � 

ICDCS [12] � � � � � � 

WCNC [65] � � � � � � 

WiCom [145] � � � � � � 

EUC [168] � � � � � � 

IJDSN [193] � � � � � � 

TPDS [169] � � � � � � 

ICOIN [13] � � � � � � 

WASA [142] � � � � � � 

ICC [118] � � � (T-R) � � � 

JNCA [126] � � � (T-R) � � � � 

WINET [151] � � � � � � � 

WICOM [6] � � � � � � 

JNCA [125] � � � � � � 

Networks [132] � � � � � � 

Networks [7] � � � � � � 

TOSN [107] � � � � � � 

TMC [82] � � � � � � 

SEMCCO [189] � � � � � � � 

WCNC [130] � � � � � � 

CMA [196] � � � � � � 

IJPEDS [18] � � � � � � 

Networks [7] � � � � � � 

GLOBECOM [136] � � � � � � 

INFOCOM [67] � � � � � � 

ICDCS [108] � � � � � 

TWC [26] � � � � � � 

PE [51] � � � � � � 

IJPCC [64] � � � � � � 

COMSNETS [155] � � � � � � 

MPE [20] � � � � � � 

TOSN [25] � � � � � � 

ISSNIP [78] � � � � � � 

TOSN [69] � � � � � � 

TMC [14] � � � � � � 

WSC [180] � � � � � � 

TJS [34] � � � � � � 

VTC [165] � � � � � � 

Abbreviations in the table are the same as Table 5 . 
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ven impossible in many real situations. Thus, although the dis-

ributed algorithms are hard to design, many studies on distributed

lgorithms have been conducted. 

Among these papers, there are two major kinds of idea in op-

osite directions: adding and removing methods. For the adding

ethod, all sensors are asleep initially. Then each sensor will de-

ide whether it should awaken according to its local informa-

ion [8,20,48,193] . In these methods, the core is to find a suit-

ble local requirement that can meet global demands. For example,

ome papers design distributed algorithms based on patterns [56] ,

nd sensors decide their movements by themselves [107,124,179] .

n the other hand, for the removing method, the authors assume

hat all the sensors have been awakened and each sensor should

ecide whether it is redundant [20,155,181] . For these methods, the

riterion of the redundancy plays a decisive role. 
Readers may be confused about several algorithms to dis-

ributed algorithms, like parallel or localized algorithms. The paral-

el algorithm can be executed a piece at a time on many different

odes and then recombined in the end to obtain a correct result.

t is a kind of distributed algorithm because the node may wait for

he results of its neighbor nodes, whereas the contrary is incorrect.

he localized algorithm produces a localized solution rather than

 global solution. For example, the localized algorithm is usually

sed to solve barrier coverage problems. Designing a global barrier

s difficult, which forces many researchers to use a localized algo-

ithm to gain a local barrier [26,56,143] . 

Moreover, in some cases, centralized and distributed algorithms

an be both achieved or even transformed to each other. Many pa-

ers have proposed algorithms of both kinds and compare their

erformance through experiments. The algorithm in [62] is used
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Table 7 

Algorithm design for minimizing the number of sensors. 

Minimize Algorithm Type Sensor Model Deployment Type of Coverage Strategy 

Sensor Num Tra Heu Cen Dis App Ran 0/1 Att Tru Grid Rand Pseu Targ Area Barr Dep Sch Mov 

Sensors [162] � � � � � � 

PMC [139] � � � � � � 

IS [112] � � � � � � 

ICON [15] � � � � � � 

TOC [100] � � � (T-R) � � � 

DASFAA [190] � � � � � � 

UbiComp [101] � � � � � � 

ICCCN [121] � � � � � � 

ICEE [183] � � � � � � 

INFOCOM [94] � � � � � � 

INFOCOM [93] � � � � � � 

ComNet [102] � � � � � � � � 

TMC [46] � � � � � � � 

MobiCom [80] � � � � � � 

ICL [22] � � � � � � 

TPDS [52] � � � � � � � � � 

ICCCN [16] � � � � � � 

WiCOM [21] � � � � � � 

SAS [11] � � � � � � 

JIPS [4] � � � � � � 

WCNC [23] � � � � � � 

Abbreviations in the table are the same as Table 5 . 
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to decentralize the traditional centralized coordinated sensor pa-

trolling (CSP) algorithm for the barrier coverage problem and

its designers propose two improved algorithm called simple dis-

tributed CSP (S-DCSP) and general distributed CSP (G-DCSP). Au-

thors in [102] discuss the multi-coverage for a network with some

mobile sensors and propose both centralized and distributed al-

gorithms to solve it. Authors in [140] study the partial coverage

problem and design both two kinds of scheduling algorithms. 

Authors in [88] bridge deterministic and probabilistic detection

models for area coverage with minimal changes. It is a framework

protocol with advantages including a minimum number of acti-

vated sensors, fewer total energy consumed, and longer network

lifetime in comparison with other protocols. 

5.2.3. Approximation algorithm 

Many coverage optimization problems are NP -hard. Aside from

heuristic algorithms, approximation algorithms are used to find ap-

proximate solutions instead of the global optimal solutions. With

the use of approximation algorithms, certain properties of the ap-

proximate solution are proven. For example, a ρ-approximation al-

gorithm A has an approximate solution will not be greater (or less,

depending on the objective) than a factor ρ times the optimal so-

lution which is denoted as OPT . The performance of algorithm A is

defined as a function f ( X ) to any instance x of the problem. The fac-

tor ρ is called the relative performance guarantee. For minimiza-

tion and maximization, authors in [199] propose the following ex-

pressions: {
OP T ≤ f (X ) ≤ ρOP T , ρ � 1 for Min 

ρOP T ≤ f (X ) ≤ OP T , ρ � 1 for Max 
(25)

A number of techniques have been developed to design approxi-

mation algorithms for different types of problems [199,200] . These

techniques include greedy strategy, restriction, partition, guillotine

cut, relaxation, integer linear programming, primal-dual schema

and local ratio, and semi-definite programming, etc. For the prob-

abilistic coverage problem, the most popular technique is linear

programming. Many combinatorial optimization problems can be

transformed into integer linear programs. For all integer linear pro-

gramming methods, the general approach to finding an approxima-

tion solution has two steps. In the first step, it searches for the op-

timal solutions in the corresponding relaxed linear programming
y methods such as the simplex method, the ellipsoid method, or

he interior-point method. In the second step, rounding the opti-

al solution of the linear programming to a feasible solution of

he original integer linear programming produces an approxima-

ion. The rounding methods include combinatorial rounding, pi-

age rounding, iterated rounding, and random rounding. 

However, an approximation ratio for approximation algorithm

s difficult to analyze. Among more than a hundred papers, only

ve papers provide a proposal and an analysis on approximate ra-

ios [8,23,26,56,78] . Work in [8] addresses a weighted location (tar-

et) coverage problem with time constraint, which maximizes effi-

ient coverage time. Authors model it as an integer programming

roven as NP-hard. Then, distributed scheduling is designed to ap-

roximately solve the problem in each time slice, during which

ach sensor is on duty starting at some time point and lasting for a

orresponding slot according to its evenly partitioned battery. The

attery partitions are the same for each time slice, and on-or-off

cheduling on sensors is the same in each time. The scheduling

ries to minimize the time slot overlap of the sensors that cover

he same locations (targets). The strategy is to choose the sensor

ith the highest coverage gain greedily. 

The work in [26] is to build a barrier coverage to detect an in-

ruder crossing the barrier from one side to another side with at

east a detection probability ε. The maximum speed of the intruder

nd the sensor detection cycle are pre-specified. The study proved

hat when an intruder goes along the middle perpendicular path, it

an be detected with a minimal probability. The authors transform

he problem into a minimum cut problem by constructing the se-

ected sensor neighbor graph with the perpendicular-crossing cov-

rage probability as the edge weight. The authors in [56] propose

 similar intrusion detection problem with the same basic idea for

omputing coverage probability. They call it a trapping problem

hat considers any point as a starting point for intruders and lets

he detection probability be no less than a given threshold after

he intruder moves for a given distance. In this paper, the authors

ivide the entire coverage area into small sub regions using the cy-

les of the sensors. In computing the coverage probability, the al-

orithm only considers the sensors that are close to the sub region,

r at most at D distance, which can be the radius of the detection

ange. Moreover, the algorithm views the sub region as a virtual

tarting point and view the area outside of the scope of sensor de-
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ection as a virtual terminal point. The problem can be deduced

s a barrier coverage problem [26] . All the sub regions are satis-

ed for a probabilistic coverage, and the entire area meets the trap

overage requirement. 

For the proposed sensor selection problem, the authors

n [78] give two approximation algorithms that are both designed

imilar to the greedy algorithm for the set cover problem. The au-

hors in [23] define a similar K -coverage problem to the work of

78] , but the former is focused on area coverage. This paper uses

ecretized transformation from an algorithm, which is first pro-

osed by [106] . 

.2.4. Randomized algorithm 

A randomized algorithm employs a degree of randomness as

art of its logic. It is a natural inspiration to use randomized al-

orithms for probabilistic coverage problems, which is strongly re-

ated to randomness. Several works give randomized solutions to

ope with different aspects of the probabilistic coverage problem,

ncluding model analysis, algorithm design, and simulation verifi-

ation. For network models, the authors in [49] determine the pa-

ameters, such as node density and detection range, in terms of de-

irable detection probability in a random deployment scenario. Au-

hors in [33] exploit a triangular grid sensor deployment with ran-

om displacement error to deduce the coverage percentage func-

ion by using grid tile length and error radius as two inputs. 

The randomized algorithm is also called a probabilistic algo-

ithm that decides on some logic steps under a uniform or a pre-

omputed probabilistic factor. In [25] , an energy efficient, constant-

ime, and randomized scheme is designed for a partial area to

each the desired coverage quality. Each sensor can be active only

uring one round of the entire network cycle. Therefore, it is ran-

omly choosen at which round it will be active. Thus, the probabil-

ty 1/ ξ is chosen for each round where ξ is the number of rounds.

he same authors in [51] improve the random scheme for sensor

election, with the constraint of minimum the distance between

ny pair of selected sensors, by using a Poisson sampling technique.

ll these works focus on scheduling the sensors to maximize the

etwork lifetime. 

The randomized algorithm is also used to address some new

roblems. Research in [62] uses a random distribution model

here the sensor is randomly moved to build the barrier based on

rior knowledge of an approaching intruder. In addition, authors

n [4] use a Markov chain to describe the pattern of people move-

ent and to randomly choose a group of people to cover objectives

n a man-made map. Many authors consider randomized simula-

ions to verify analysis results. A typical Monte-Carlo simulation is

dopted by many researchers such as [33,49] . The simulations are

andomly repeated a hundred and even a thousand times to obtain

he average results. 

.3. Algorithm taxonomy 

In this subsection, we add some remarks on the algorithm tax-

nomy for coverage problems with uncertain properties from three

ypical objectives: maximizing coverage quality (in Table 5 ), maxi-

izing network lifetime (in Table 6 ), and minimizing the number

f sensors (in Table 7 ). We list involved representative papers in

hese tables by denoting each paper as “its abbreviated name of

ournal or conference + its reference number”. The main catego-

ization in these tables is “Algorithm Type”. Each paper proposes

t least one algorithm. The algorithms can be Traditional, Heuristic,

entralized, Distributed, Approximation, or Randomized. One algo-

ithm is exclusively Traditional, Heuristic, Approximation, and Ran-

omized. There are several papers proposing more one algorithms.

articularly, these papers describe centralized and distributed ver-

ions of the proposed algorithm at the same time. 
We also classify the algorithms according to several important

eatures that have been introduced in the previous sections: de-

ection model, deployment, coverage type, and strategy. Through

hese classifications, we find some relationships between them.

or example, nearly all papers for maximizing coverage quality

se a probabilistic sensor model: attenuation (Transmitter-Receiver

odel is a special attenuation also denoted as Att with T-R for

ndicating) and truncation. Particularly, the papers for maximizing

overage ratio use the disk model to address area coverage. In ad-

ition, papers on maximizing network lifetime consider a random

eployment and use sensor selection (wake-up scheduling is a spe-

ial selection also denoted as Sel). Moreover, papers on minimizing

he number of sensors need to optimize the positions of sensors

y deploying static sensors and moving mobile sensors (Tuning is

 special movement also denoted as Mov with T for indicating). we

se abbreviations for these labels. The abbreviations are listed on

he bottom of the Table 5 and it is used the same for Tables 6 and

 . 

. Theoretical verification and algorithm analysis 

This section first gives an overview of theoretical verifications

n coverage problems with uncertain properties. The main objec-

ive is to get a relationship between network parameters, and the

ain method is to apply probabilistic estimation on theoretical pa-

ameter relationship instead of proposing any explicit algorithms.

nother analyses are to verify the correctness and the accuracy of

lgorithms in mathematics verification ways. For algorithm analy-

es, most of the researchers mainly discuss time complexity, space

omplexity, and approximation ratio. For simulation experiments,

nalyses can be classified into two kinds. On the one hand, authors

erify theoretical results by simulations. On the other hand, au-

hors prove that the proposed algorithms have better performance

nd more accurate results by comparing them with previous litera-

ures. We separately summarize theoretic analyses in the following

ubsection. Related simulation platforms and tools are also intro-

uced at the end of this section. 

.1. Relationship between model parameters 

Some researchers focus on analyzing the relationship of cover-

ge model parameters, including detection models, density of sen-

ors, and network performance (lifetime and coverage quality). In

his subsection, analyses of the relationship of coverage model pa-

ameters are classified into model analysis, analysis on the density

f sensors, and other analyses. We list some papers about relation-

hip analysis and provide an overview of their contributions. 

.1.1. Model analysis 

Detection and network models have an important influence on

he solutions of coverage and the network performance. We expect

hat a model is as simple as possible, meanwhile, we expect that

he model can depict the real world. 

Some papers, such as [31,163] , investigate the influence of de-

ection models for coverage quality. By comparing 0/1 disk mod-

ls with probabilistic models, previous researchers prove that the

robabilistic model is more accurate. For example, the authors

n [163] prove that the probabilistic model improved coverage

uality even by 12%. The authors in [57] propose a new probabilis-

ic network model, called trap coverage, which is used to ensure

hat any moving objects could only move for a maximum distance

efore they are detected. Using this model, some coverage holes

re permitted only if the radius of the hole is short enough. Appar-

ntly, fewer sensors are required to achieve this kind of coverage

uality. Authors of [31] propose the new sensor cooperation model.

hus, the data fusion improves coverage quality. 
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Other researchers propose a new network model to describe

a specific environment. For instance, a novel K -coverage model is

proposed in [115] . It calculates the probability of K -coverage and

the minimum number of sensors required. The authors in [44] pro-

pose a new model called information coverage, which considers

another cooperation of sensors. According to the simulation com-

parison of information coverage and other models, there is a sig-

nificant reduction in the number of required sensors. Authors in

[201] also use information coverage models to analyze the den-

sity difference between the 0/1 detection model and the prob-

abilistic model. They verify assumption in a greenhouse testbed

for precise agriculture, which shows that the number of sensors

decreases in both grid deployment and random deployment. The

authors in [5] propose the T-R model, which describe many new

coverage features, including probabilistic coverage and link-centric

coverage units. Experimental findings indicate that the average er-

ror is only 8%. The authors in [159] propose a new traffic model

to analyze the intrusion detection applications. The traffic model is

based on the probabilistic detection model. 

6.1.2. Analysis on the density of sensors 

Determining the density or the number of sensors is usually

studied because a sufficient number of sensors is necessary, and

the required number of sensors must be determined. Most similar

studies analyze the sensor density under a certain coverage quality

in a specific environment. The work in [110] is to analyze the crit-

ical sensor density for a partial coverage under the border effects

and to first apply the density to an arbitrary convex area. In their

further work [116] , they analyze another scenario where the sen-

sors are scattered nearby outside of the border of ROI and calcu-

late the density for area coverage with a certain coverage ratio. The

authors in [81] characterize the sensor density for intrusion detec-

tion problems. They propose an approach to estimate the critical

sensor density. The authors in [147] analyze the sensors density re-

quired for a given coverage quality, such as full K -coverage and par-

tial K -coverage, in an one-dimensional scenario. The authors make

a sensor Poisson distribution assumption and consider the border

effect. The authors in [202] investigate the tight upper bound of

the number of sensors for the path coverage problem. The authors

in [50] study the relationship between the changing on probability

of the K -coverage and the sensor density. Authors in [111] consider

the sensor density for full confident information coverage under

probabilistic detection model. The authors in [139] derive proba-

bilistic expressions for K -coverage and M -connectivity for 3 D het-

erogeneous directional WSNs. 

6.1.3. Other analysis 

Other analyses include analyses on the deployment patterns,

random errors in the grid based deployment, and the analytical

frameworks for performance evaluation, and so on. The analysis

on deployment patterns and random errors of deployment can be

used to deploy sensors efficiently. The analysis on frameworks for

performance evaluation can be used to balance coverage quality

and network lifetime, and to optimally configure network param-

eters. Some papers propose analytical frameworks to evaluate per-

formance in different environments. The authors in [203] propose

an analytical model for an object-tracking coverage problem. The

authors in [137] address the problem on mobile target detection,

and derive a framework to evaluate network performance. The au-

thors in [204] present a new performance function for a proba-

bilistic track coverage. The work in [205] is to provide an analytic

method to evaluate performance for the stochastic event coverage.

The authors in [157] use local information to analyze the proba-

bilistic coverage in a distributed way by individual sensors with-

out GPS. The authors in [86] study the optimal placement pattern
ased on the confident information coverage model. They first an-

lyze situations when sensors are deployed at n vertices of a reg-

lar n -sided polygon and then extend it to acute cyclic polygons.

inally, the authors conclude that regular triangular lattice is the

ptimal placement pattern. 

Other researchers analyze random errors in the grid based de-

loyment and the deployment patterns. The authors in [33] study

fficient deployment planning with random errors and figure out

he expressions for the relationship between average coverage per-

entage and radius of the random errors. The work in [89] is to

esearch a specific and useful problem and the authors propose a

ramework which transforms almost any full coverage algorithm to

 corresponding partial coverage algorithm. 

.2. Complexity and approximation ratio analysis 

A few number of studies provide theoretical analysis on the

omplexity of algorithms for solving coverage problems with un-

ertain properties. We summarize them in Table 8 . All the algo-

ithms in the table are proven as polynomial. For space limitation,

e do not elaborate parameters in each time complexity expres-

ion. Readers can find them in the corresponding references. The

ost of involved papers with complexity analysis have a common

haracteristic, that is, sensors are randomly deployed in the ini-

ial stage. Therefore, it is a trend to focus on sensor selection and

cheduling optimization for probabilistic coverage problem instead

f a grid-based deployment. In addition, work in [193] addresses a

pace complexity O ( N ). 

A few papers propose approximation algorithms and prove the

pproximation ratio. Authors in [8] prove that the maximizing effi-

ient coverage time problem (MaxEct) is an NP-hard problem and

rovide an algorithm with approximation ratio 0.5. Researchers

n [26] propose an algorithm called minimum weight barrier with

-ratio w c /w OPT = 

N 
N+ F (G ) /ϕ(ε) −1 

ρθψ 

−1 [ ϕ(ε) ] . The study in [23] is

he only one about minimizing the number of sensors with theo-

etical analysis. The authors define a variable � to discretize sens-

ng function and let � as the approximation level, which is an-

ther name of approximation ratio. The authors in [56] apply

dmonds-Karp algorithm to solve the probabilistic trap coverage

nd use a distributed approximation algorithm to schedule sen-

ors for maximizing network lifetime. The approximation ratio for

ifetime is L/L ∗ ≥ (1 / 2)[1 − (O (1) /E)] . The authors in [78] pro-

ose both centralized and distributed algorithms to solve proba-

ilistic K -coverage problem. The integral linear programming (ILP)

s used to approximately find the optimal K -coverage set with

 b ρ-approximation ratio. Recent work proposed in [162] imple-

ents a Steiner tree algorithm to solve target coverage prob-

em with selection strategy. Authors prove that the algorithm has

pproximation ratio N/N opt ≤ m ( ln (1 − λ(dis min )) / (1 − p min )) . Au-

hors in [190] give a greedy algorithm to solve the Roadside Access

oints (RAP) selection problem like an extension of the classical

et Cover problem with approximation ratio 1 + ln ( θ∗τ∗| V | 
opt ) . 

.3. Simulation and experiment platform 

After solving the coverage problem, researchers need to verify

he performance of the algorithms theoretically by performance

ound, approximation ratio, and complexity analysis. Meanwhile,

hey also need to compare their design to some other related

orks practically. Due to the difficulties to build testbed or large

cale WSNs, researchers usually provide simulations and numerical

xperiments to verify the efficiency and correctness of their de-

igns. Simulation also provides a good opportunity to study large

cale networks and convenient comparisons between different al-

orithms and solutions. This subsection provides an overview on

imulation platforms. 
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Table 8 

Algorithm time complexity summarization. 

— Strategy 

Select Schedule ∗ Movement 

Coverage Problem 

Objective 

Maximize Coverage Probability 

or Maximize Coverage Ratio 

ILB and IMTB [4] : 

O (n (M + L ) 2 T ) 

EWOT [4] : 

O ((n + n ′ )(M + L ) 2 T ) 

OBCA [184] : 

O (V ∗c E 
∗
c 

3 + V ∗t E 
∗
t 

2 log(V ∗t )) 
DPCCP+SPAN [129] : O ( M 

2 ) 

MaxEct [8] : O ( dR ) EX-VFA [174] : O ( nmk ) 

Alg [68] : O ( NV 2 ) 

CIVA [191] : O ( Max gen .n g .N clon .p s ) 

Alg [149] : O ( nd 2 ) 

Maximize Lifetime MWBA [26] : O (| V || E | 2 ) 

CPCA [167] : O (N(N + Y )) 

Improved Edmonds-Karp [56] : 

O ( k | V || E d | 
2 ) and O ( F | V || E d | 

3 ) for k 

≤ | E d | 

ISCPk [193] : O ( N 2 ) 

OAS [6] : O ( N 3 ∗M 

3 ) 

ECSS [34] : O ( n ) SLICE [9] : 

O (( nq ) log ( nq )) 

MEASURE-SLICE [9] : 

O (( nq ) 3 log ( nq )) 

PCH [10] : O (ν| S s | 2 | T 0 | + 

ν(| E| + (S s ∪ S r ) log(S s ∪ S r ))) 
GR-COV [182] : O ( N 2 ) 

ILPA [78] : O ( n 3 ) 

CBDA [78] : O ( n ) 

Alg.1 [49] : 

O (((σmax (m 1 + c 1 )) + s 1 ) N max ) 

Alg.2 [49] : 

O (N max [ σx max 
σy max 

(N points m 2 + 

N sector c 2 ) + s ]) 

Coverage Optimal Alg [165] : 

O ( 
∑ K repeat 

i =0 
N 

∏ K= � R/r i � 
l=1 

N N l ) 

Minimize Number of Sensors Alg [48] : O ( � nNlogN ) 

Alg [139] : O (n t max ) 

CrowdRecruiter [101] : O ( N 2 ) 

Alg [190] : O ( VR 3 ) PSCA [162] : 

O ( m 

2 nk ) 

Greedy-OCSA Heuristic [112] : 

O ((k − N L ) 
2 

GPBGA [121] : O ( I 2 × J × Q ) 

CLBGA [121] : O ( I 2 × J × Q ) 

Deployment of sensors in all above papers is random style. 
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ATLAB. MATLAB is one of the most popular mathematic tools

n scientific and research communities. MATLAB is viewed as a

ulti-paradigm numerical computing environment and a fourth-

eneration programming language. As an additional package,

imulink adds graphical multi-domain simulation and model-

ased design for dynamic and embedded systems. Most re-

earches on the probabilistic coverage problem exploit MATLAB

n data analysis, calculation, algorithm evaluation, and simula-

ion [2,3,62,77,79,128,137,147,180,189,206] . And some directly use

robabilistic detection models [14,16,18,19,29,48,67,160] . 

etworks Simulator (NS). The authors in [155] uses the Networks

imulator (NS) as a simulator of discrete event networks. NS cre-

tes an open simulation environment for networking in the re-

earch community. NS-2 is developed by C++ and NS-3 is written

n C++ and Python. Users can configure the parameters of networks

nd have a deeper look into the entire network operation process

y the animation demonstration as well as the performance anal-

sis graphics. 

A WSN protocol LEACH is an NS-2 simulation tool with the

ource code and documentation. LEACH protocol in WSNs is an

ntry-level agreement, that is, a lot of new agreements are based

n it. Here, a lot of researchers use LEACH as a framework to inte-

rate new protocols [64] or create a new match of LEACH [145,167] .

ossim. Tinyos Tossim is a free, open source, and software

omponent-based operating system targeting WSNs. Because

OSSIM runs the same code as sensor hardware, the simulation

ompiler directly compiles simulation program from component

able applied by TinyOS. Therefore, it is useful for applications

hich need hardware expanding. The authors in [165] use it to

imulate a network which considers a joint-optimization of cov-

rage, routing, energy efficiency, and delay. 

ualNet. QualNet is a commercial version of GloMoSim (Global

obile Information System Simulator) used by Scalable Network

echnologies (SNT) for their defense projects. GloMoSim is a net-

ork protocol simulation software that simulates wireless and
ired network systems. GloMoSim is designed using the paral-

el discrete event simulation capability provided by a parallel pro-

ramming language, called Parsec. Authors in [4] simulate the

eople-centric mobile sensor network and random movements on

 man-made map. 

imlib. Simlib used by [25] is a simple simulation language for dis-

rete event complex system model. Simlib provides a convenient

esource management function. Thus, users can conveniently add

ew module types and new modules to the resource pool. The re-

ource module library contains thermal equipment, network ele-

ents, control algorithms, and the commonly used algorithm mod-

les. To some extent, Simlib is not only for network simulation, but

or any industrial system simulation. 

LOG CPLEX and LINGO. Finally, we introduce two mathematic tools

ather than platforms. The most famous IBM ILOG CPLEX is an

ptimizer which solves very large linear programming problems.

he authors in [82,182] exploit CPLEX to solve two linear program-

ing problems for modeling a partial area coverage. Another lin-

ar, interactive, and general optimizer is LINGO launched by LINDO

ystems company. LINGO is used to solve nonlinear programming

nd used for some linear and nonlinear equations, etc. LINGO 13.0

dds a group of powerful probabilistic problem solving functions. A

aximizing network lifetime problem for probabilistic target cov-

rage is transformed into a dynamic programming problem which

s solved in LINGO by [6] . 

A comparison of these platforms is given in Table 9 . 

. Open challenges and new problems 

In this section, we attempt to discuss future research of cov-

rage problems with uncertain properties, including: challenging

roblems and new problems. 

.1. Challenging problems 

This subsection discusses some difficult problems for which no

erfect solution has been developed so far. The partial and proba-

ilistic versions of these coverage problems are easily induced. 
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Table 9 

Simulation platform statistics. 

Characteristic MATLAB Network Simulator (NS) Tossim QuelNet Simlib CPLEX LINGO 

Platform support Universal Unix,Windows TinyOS Universal Universal Universal Universal 

Programming language MATLAB script C ++ ,C,Tcl,Otcl,Python C ++ ,C,nesC Parsec C ++ ,C,nesC C ++ ,C LINGO script 

Code exportable No Limited Yes No Yes Yes No 

Schalability to large networks Good Fair (Some cases) Excellent Excellent Excellent – –

Protocol design/optimization None Possible Possible Possible Possible – –

Mobile support No Yes No Yes No – –

Dynamic network topolopy support No Yes No Yes Yes – –

3 D radiomodel Yes No No No No – –

Probabilistic sensing model Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes – –
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7.1.1. Special K-coverage problem 

Although researchers have developed many solutions in the

past, many difficult problems for K -coverage still exist. One such

problem is the 3 D K -coverage problem. The 2 D K -coverage problem

is usually solved according to Helly’s theorem in [102] . The theo-

rem states that a regular pentagon is K -covered if the central area

of the regular pentagon contains at least K active sensors. Then,

the original problem is transformed into a puzzle problem, which

is easy to handle. However, in a 3 D case, because the transformed

polyhedron cannot fill the space of interest easily, a similar method

is not feasible. The 3 D K -coverage can have uncertain versions, par-

tial or probabilistic 3 D K -coverage, which are more complicated. 

Another remaining unresolved problem is the optimal K -

coverage pattern problem. The objective is to find an optimal sen-

sor deployment pattern that ensures that every point in the area is

K -covered while the number of sensor nodes is minimized. The op-

timal pattern when K equals to 1 is proposed by [207] , and the op-

timal pattern when K equals to 2 is discussed by [92] . At present,

no optimal pattern has been proposed for the case when K is larger

than 2. 

7.1.2. Full-view coverage problem 

Visual sensors, such as cameras, can collect visual information

from a ROI and provide more information to identify an intruder.

The most famous problem of this type is the famous gallery cam-

era problem. Under a sector shape detection range, a new coverage

quality is defined as full view coverage. To provide a full view of

the intruder, the camera must face the direction of the intruder

from a certain required angle. Compared with an area coverage

problem, such as the gallery camera problem, a full view barrier

coverage proposed by [87] needs few cameras for intruder detec-

tion. Camera rotation are involved for the full view coverage prob-

lem. How to select the fewest cameras and rotate them to form a

full view barrier is an NP-hard problem, and no perfect solution

for this problem has been developed until now, especially, when

we talk about probabilistic full-view coverage problems. 

7.1.3. Sweep coverage problem 

The sweep coverage problem can be viewed as a special target

coverage. The difference between sweep coverage and the common

target coverage is that sensors keep moving to patrol targets of in-

terest in sweep coverage problem. The requirement of sweep cov-

erage is that every target is scanned once, and mobile sensors re-

port the detection record to a sink node during a certain period.

The objective could be to minimize the average distance of sensors

movements, which is an NP-hard problem. Authors in [131] pro-

pose an algorithm based on the traveling salesman problem (TSP)

with only one mobile sensor. Further research can consider ex-

ploiting multi-mobile sensors and probabilistic detection models to

optimize the sweep plan. 
.2. New problems 

New problems contain state-of-the-art innovations, such as new

etwork models, new methods, and new scenarios for coverage

roblems. 

.2.1. Particular sensing model 

The authors in [5] present a novel link-centric probabilistic

etection model called T-R model, which fills the gap between

he traditional 0/1 model and real-world sensing behavior. This

ransceiver-free model changes the existing coverage problems,

uch as barrier coverage, trap coverage, and sweep coverage. The

eople-centric model [4] describes the movement of people with

 smart device that can randomly walk and cover the entire map.

 camera fan-shape model [9] and sensing adaptable model are

lso developed. Based on these new models, some fundamental

overage problems should be changed and their new definitions

ust be given. Researchers can find some promising research di-

ections from these newly appearing problems. For example, au-

hors in [4] define a new ( α, T ) coverage where each target in a

OI can be covered by at least one mobile node with a probability

during a period T . 

.2.2. Heterogeneous network 

A heterogeneous network contains several types of sensors,

here sensors have different sensing ranges and different commu-

ication ranges. This kind of heterogeneity affects network mod-

ling. For heterogeneous networks, researchers should perform a

ifferent probabilistic analysis and consider more complicated re-

ations between sensors in comparison with homogeneous net-

orks [49,108,155] . In the future, different kinds of sensors, with

ncertain properties, should be used to build heterogeneous WSNs.

Networks with mobile sensors are another type of het-

rogeneity network. Initial deployment is usually accomplished

y randomly scattering static sensors. Mobile sensors recover

he coverage hole and improve probabilistic coverage qual-

ty [17,114,133,164,173,174] . For future work, mobile sensors should

e used to satisfy different coverage requirements per tar-

et or sub-area, such as dynamic coverage [133] and mission-

riented [102] . 

.2.3. Coverage with crowdsensing 

Centralized control on mobile sensor networks provides a static

overage quality, which correspondingly needs a high cost for net-

ork buildings. However, nowadays pervasive mobile smart de-

ices (smart phones or smart tablets) and powerful cloud infras-

ructure provide the opportunities for providing coverage, such

s monitoring the environment, through namely crowdsourcing . In

rowdsourcing, coverage tasks are delivered to device-carrying par-

icipants. Therefore, a lot of services are provided by the imbed-

ed sensors in smart devices, such as, waste disposal, indoor Wi-Fi

apping, Bluetooth or RFID systems integrated with sensing, place
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nd route characterization, transportation analysis, and noise pol-

ution monitoring and so on. These services, namely crowdsens-

ng , underlie the smart city, smart building, and Internet of things

IoT) [208,209] . However, the monitoring under the crowdsens-

ng is dynamic and uncertain because the device carrier trajectory

attern cannot be explicitly depicted. Several researchers try to

tudy how to softly control the movements of participants. Authors

n [95] discuss how to use the game incentive to inspire the par-

icipants to explore more regions where the population is sparse.

uthors reuse the incentives mechanisms in location-based gam-

ng and social networking apps, instead of money incentive, to ex-

rt limited control over people’s actions. They call this approach

rowd Soft Control (CSC). 

In vehicular crowdsensing application, authors in [210] address

he problem of how to select a limited number of vehicles to pro-

ide maximum road coverage for a certain monitoring task such

s traffic estimation and environment monitoring. The trajectory of

ach vehicle is unpredictable. To evaluate the performance of the

roposed algorithms, authors introduce a realistic scenario, Urban

eat Island (UHI). Offline and Online algorithms are given sepa-

ately. 

.2.4. Coverage with budget constraint 

In commercial applications, the budget is an important factor

hich causes a tradeoff between budget constraint and coverage

uality. In previous sections, we have discussed the objective: min-

mizing the number of sensors. Naturally, the objective reflects

onsideration on budget constraint because less sensors deployed

or coverage means explicitly lower cost. 

For crowdsensing applications, more research focuses on a new

opic: coverage with a budget constraint. In [211] , a task assign-

ent framework for mobile crowdsensing applications is given,

amely CrowdTasker, which addresses the problem of how to se-

ect participants for sensing and arrange them to sense in different

ask cycles under a budget constraint. Different from uniform pay-

ents for participants, the CrowdTasker divides the incentives into

ase incentive and bonus incentive. The base incentive is given to

ach selected participant and it is static. The bonus incentive is

ynamic according to the number of cycles where some partici-

ant contributes the sensing readings. The objective is to maxi-

ize the coverage quality which can be viewed as a probabilis-

ic coverage quality. The authors of [211] study the related work

entioned above which ensures a predefined percentage of sub-

reas being covered by the selected participants, in order to min-

mize the overall incentive payment under the probabilistic cover-

ge constraint [101] . However, the incentive payment for each in-

ividual participant in previous work is prefixed so the objective

s transformed to minimize the number of participants. Addition-

lly, an energy-efficient solution for sensed information updating is

iven, namely piggyback [85] . Piggyback reduces energy consump-

ion by leveraging smartphone opportunities, such as 3G call, to

erform sensing tasks and return sensor readings. Therefore, 3G

all history and trajectory of participants are used to estimate the

overage quality with uncertainty. 

.2.5. Nature inspired approaches and new testbeds 

As a hot trend, nature inspired approaches would be exploited

ore and more in coverage problem with uncertain properties.

his is because that acquiring fast and direct algorithms is more

ignificant than chasing for an optimal solution, especially in cases

f results with uncertain properties for coverage problems. As dis-

ussed in previous sections, heuristic algorithms contains many na-

ure inspired approaches such as genetic algorithm, swarm algo-

ithm, and etc. Another name for this kind of approaches is meta-

euristic. Much work has been done and is summarized in some

eview papers [36,37,39] . 
Uncertain properties in coverage problem are studied to better

odel the real environment. Therefore, relying only on a simula-

ion platform is not enough. Researchers should implement these

overages by using a sensor testbed, such as MICA2 motes [14] ,

reenOrbs [28] , and even a real network scenario, to study the ap-

licability of the proposed approaches and to assess their perfor-

ance in real-world scenarios and large scale WSNs. How to use

he testbeds efficiently should be considered in future work. 

. Conclusion 

Compared with ideal and strict full coverage problems, partial

r probabilistic coverage problems are more natural and helpful for

escribing the real-world applications. Coverage problems with un-

ertain properties are introduced in this survey. We first introduce

 series of basic concepts, then discuss relevant models, such as

etection, network, and deployment models. In particular, this sur-

ey studies three main optimization objectives, namely, maximiz-

ng coverage quality, maximizing network lifetime, and minimizing

he number of sensors in coverage problem with uncertain prop-

rties. For solving these optimization objectives, we discuss corre-

ponding basic solution strategies: deployment, scheduling or se-

ection, and movement or adjustment of sensor parameters and

iverepresentative problems and their solutions. Besides, we em-

hasize on the taxonomy of the involved algorithms as traditional

nd heuristic, approximate, distributed and centralized, and ran-

om viewpoints. We also give theoretic model, algorithm complex-

ty, approximation ratio analyses and a simulation platform sum-

ary. It is worthwhile to emphasize that the key ideas of uncer-

ain properties are included into our proposed research framework

f coverage problems which is a useful guide for readers to study

elated topics about coverage problems with uncertain properties.

inally, challenging and new problems are also discussed for future

esearch. 
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